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VOLUME ONE

NUMBER

FIVE

24 NOVEMBER • 7

DECEMBER

NOW, THEREFORE , I, RICHARD NIXON , President of the United States of America , in accordance with the wish of
the Congress ·as expressed in Section 6103 of Title 5 of the United States Code , do hereby proclaim Thursday ,
November 25 , 1971 , as a day of national thanksgiving. I call upon all Americans to share this day, to give thanks in
homes and in places of worship for the many blessings our people enjoy , to welcome the elderly and less fortunate as
special participants in this day's festivities and observances, thereby truly showing our gratitude to _God by expressing
and reflecting his love .
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In This Issue
We have been getting into a thing with this magazine . The first
issue was a kind of potpouri of articles and features and the later ones
have been rather cohesive issues, dinner spreads, if you will, on focused
areas.
And now we are back to something like the first one: a tossed
salad (in keeping with the culinary metaphor) of all manner of things
which we hope will be both interesting and leisurely reading for this
short holiday break.
Once past the cover, you will find a follow-up of
Larry Fritz's article in the .last issue on yogic breathing; a photo essay
on kids; a run down on exactly what fascism is by Joseph Bunzel; an
article on the new conductor of the Buffalo Philharmonic, Michael
Tilson Thomas by Peter Yates; a news article outlining the new 1971
Higher Education Act by news reporter Marcia Rybcxynski; and an
especially thorough and studied analysis on the sudden broadening of
relations between the U.S. and China by Mike Kaiser.
There is even an
original STRAIT crossword for your frustration.
Graphic credits • Heather Ingram • cover, 14, 15, 20; Barry Cohen • 4, 5, 21, 24;
Wendy Hughes• 22; Bill Doran • 6; Nancy Dick • Photo essay, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26.

GO AHEAD AND SHOOT HIM . HE 'LL JUST STARVE TO DEATH THIS WINTER.
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It appears that contentment is the direct resulof the balance which may be created within ourselves. It is not really necessary to be happy all of
the time, or to find fulfillment in all of our endeavors . But a combination of insightful self-knowledge as
Russell comments , " cheerful indefference " to outside pressure and criticism helps us to
strike that necessary balance between contentment
and chronic disenchantment.
Our opinion of ourselves and our role in the
universal community is the focal point of our outlook on life . Cynicism and disgust with the human
condition is not altogether out of place when we
consider the massive trend toward destruction
through misuse of the discoveries of science , however, all of life should not be external to us . Total
disenchantment - an internal imbalance in many
cases. This type of attitude, I think, constitutes a
prime escape mechanism for man - an opportunity
to avoid taking the time to seek the worthwhile
things in life, and a means of maintaining a relative
disinvolvement with life .
The contrary approach to this brand of cynicism is, of course, activism in living ; that is, a
development of the positive elements we encounter
in our lives rather than a morbid preoccupatiorA
with the negative ones.
•
As was stated before, man has allowed his creations to direct his life. He no longer walks, because
he can drive; he no longer thinks, because he can let
computers perform the burdensome task . It seems
that, in many ways, a terrible mistake has been
made. We find that comfort replaces fulfillment and
blindness overcomes insight. For some reason it has
become too painful for us to seek and accept the
world for what it is rather than for what we would
like it to be. And so we either protect ourselves
through the manipulation of machines or by refusing to risk finding aspects of genuine value .
An objective review of anything usually yields
much less comfort than subjectivity does because it
requires facing the facts . The means that we can
either wallow in comfort and minimum accomplishment, or we can perform the necessary leap toward
scrupulous examination of our perception. This will
not pad our pleasure sensibilities. It will only further develop the balance that will keep us from selfdeception .
It is amazing to find that the immense beauty
and sensitivity in the world can be regarded with /
disdain and considered inferior to more "practica- ,.
things" such as technology . To deny the value oWj\
nature in favor of manufactured commodities is perhaps the reason that we find internal conflict. For if
we cannot recognize the wonder of nature, we will
never see the wonder in ourselves. AMEN.

• JAN NUZZO

MIND'S EYE
CONTENTMENT: THE SEARCH WITHIN

As man reaches farther into the future with the
skills he has developed, he creates a dichotemy that
approaches proportions of a severe degree. For at
this point it appears that technology becomes the
ruler of humanity; where once the man controlled
his creations - now the creations control the man.
In fact, the spirit of man has not progressed, but
only the tools of man have evolved. The proof of
this is that the questions we ask now are the same
as those we asked at the inception of our race. The
of life - who we are and why
greatest
secret
we are here - remains unanswered.
The burning concern which plagues us is the
idea and desire for contentment with our lives. If
we cannot know our eventual fate and the fate of
our world, we often posit that we should at least be
able to attain relative fulfillment in the type of life
we live.
Contentment itself is a state which is sometimes
debated in terms of desirability. While some people
desire most to be content because they find conflict
disabling, others see contentment as a living death
where nothing more is attempted because nothing
more is desired.
In any case; the desirability of contentment remains relative to the values of the individual and is
often a matter of choice rather than chance. Because we are only aware of our world insofar as or
perceptions allow, we cannot derive the true
nature of our ignorance concerning the essence of
life, the attempt is constantly made to attain as
much happiness and contentment as possible. Apparently, contentment in one's life style is being
viewed as the best possible replacement for knowledge and perspective.
4

FIELD NOTES
• GEORGE HOWELL

After the first supplement of this column appeared, a few people asked me just what Field
Theory was . I had been meaning to devote a whole
column to explaining what the Field approach was,
but each time I fumbled for a definition, all I
seemed to come up with was a description of things
that roughly fit into a pattern with other Field
things. I mean, it was really hard trying to pin
down, define, establish something that I admit I am
still pretty vague about. For one person, I said it
was kind of like the play between foreground and
background, positive and negative space in design,
where you try to maintain a balanced relationship
between the two. For another person I said it was
like defining an environment and establishing the
relationships of things within it . As you can see, it's
pretty nebulous.
Then I sta,ted to play with ideas that I thought
were appropriate to a Field approach. I took the
idea of enclosure, or the parenthesis ( . .. ) business,
s a way of representing an environment. If you
think about it, any space that surrounds you,
whether it is defined by your four walls or your
field of vision, is analogous to the gap between the
two parenthetical signs.

Now, as if this isn't abstract enough, I started
to think about Set theory. I'll admit I'm a terrible
mathematician: the only 'D' I've earned since I've
been here at Buff State was in the only math course
I took. But ignoring this little handicap, I thought
a bout the idea of enclosure in a set. Abstractly, you
could think of a set as being a defined grouping, or
Set A = (* ? ! $), or set of dishes, which consists
of a plate, cup and saucer, silverware and price tag.
So apparently, Field Method is _the way you handle
he stuff between the parenthesis.
Pretty clever, huh? Then, as I was riding on the
bus this morning, I remembered something Marshal
McLuhan talked about in the introduction of The
Gutenberg Galaxy. McLuhan's trip is to show that

a
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the old traditional Western attitude of looking at
things in a linear fashion or on one level only, was
being superceded by a newer method, which he attributes to the introduction of radio, TV and the
other mass media. McLuhan said that mass media
allows you simultaneous exposure to a thing or
event, that you can see and hear all sorts of information now that used to be limited to the biased,
one-sided view you found in print. He suggested
that the way to look at a thing is from two or more
points of view, rather than just one, usually the
pragmatic point of view. Now, how does this fit in
with all my previous ramblings about (?)
Just to go a little farther out to get back to the
point, let me tell you about my job. After a frantically slow search for a job, I finally found one in
the second floor, gif tware department of a large
department store on the East side (no names mentioned, folks, just for security's sake). For any other
guy who would have had my job, all the work consists of is lugging boxes of china dinner sets and
lamp shades from one department to another, and
eventually to either the shipping department or the
p~rcel post department. But not just any other guy
has my job.
I see myself passing through at least six living,
sensuously different environments for about six
hours a day, five days a week, It really flips me out
to be pushing a cart through the store loaded with
such merchandise as an imitation rubber tree and a
mineature Pie ta, one complimenting the other. With
this kind of a mixed load, I pass from my home
point (the place I always return to) through various
other points of interest (reference points, if you
will) such as · the dinnerware area that reminds me
of a mesc. trip, all yellow highlights and music from
the nineteen fifties drifting out of the ceiling from
hidden spe?kers, with everything from real dead African butterflies with painted wings in plexiglass
boxes to beautiful blue milk-glass urns. From there,
through the limits of the young people's clothes
department with flashing lights, PHD filling in that
territorial space with hardrock boundaries, cutting a
neat edge with the muzak flooding over the Jr.
Misses department, little black kids running in and
out of the clothes hanging from the racks or staring
at themselves in the adult-sized mirrors, running in
front of my cart as I push it into the elevator area,
where I have to pound on the metal doors, hoping
either the retarded kid or the deaf black fellow will
(cont'd. on page 28, col. 1)

totalitarianism in Central and Southern Europe must
be considered a direct offspring of American goodheartedness .
In this light the early enthusiasm for Castro in
this country was indeed an aberation and the aiding
and a bbeting of Latin American military dictatorships was consistent with general American foreign
policy.
It is, of course, not easy to define anything as
complex as a new or relatively new form of statehood; politically, militarily, economically, culturally;
but we shall try:
Politically: parliament is more or less abolished
by force although since the French Revolution some
system of representation was maintained. Usually it
becomes a one-party system so that choices are to
be made only within that party but also, in Italy,
there was instituted the state corporative
(Staendestaat) a kind of chamber of interest groups;
the representatives were members of the fascist
party as was the case later in Germany. Consequently the lower the number of the party card, the
higher the status within the party, indicating an
early adherence to the Duce and his system.
Militarily: the fascist state is founded on force,
believes and is inevitably aggressive, partly because
it unites the population against a common enemy •
if there is none outside, there will be one inside
(the communists) even if these groups may be
superpatriots (e.g. German Jews).
Economically: the fascist state strives for
autarchy (self-sufficiency) usually at the expense of
the middle classes with high party members replacing the cadres of nobility and the workers (in
Europe at any rate) somewhat upgraded, at the
same time grrossly exploited.
Culturally: the fascist state dwells romantically
on the splendors of the past, it furthers new designs
or discoveries, even sports, and strictly controls
mass entertainment. The difficulty in all this lies in
the fact that all states want their citizens - or subjects - well-housed, well-fed, satisfied, happy and
peaceful; thus the means by which these laudable
goals are being achieved form part of the difference;
the other is formed by the easy verticle mobility
and accessibility to leadership roles, some criteria
are easier to comply with than others, e.g. conversion vs. pigmentation.
There are those of course for whom any kind
of authority is immediately threatening to their
paranoiac egos; they will cry fascist pig without
even attempting to find out whether an order is
reasonable and reasonably adequate; others will
drive their egalitarianism so far that nivellism (to
coin a word) will result; they will understand everything else as el~tist, if not outright fascist. The truly
fascist or authoritarian personality has been recognized and described by Adorno and others in a
(cont'd on page 28, col. 2)

THE OWL'S
CORNER

• JOSEPH H BUNZEL

WHO IS AF ASCIST PIG?

One ·who has been committed to fight fascism
for more than forty years
may
be permitted a
few recollections and definitions for the benefit and
in the memory of those who did not live through
the "great times." Etymologically the word comes
from faces {plural tantum) the bundles of rods
which were the sign of the office of the praetor of
the Roman Republic (367 b.c.e., abolished by
Augustus (sic!) 27 a.c.e.), though the stormtroopers
of Mussolini in 1919 were called fascia di combattimento, namely fighters against communism. There
is no doubt that Mussolini was well aware of the
great Roman past which in many respects he
wanted to reconstruct, as well as of Garibaldi
(1802-1882) and his red shirts and the role they
played in the unification of Italy.
After Mussolini's victorious march at Rome,
Fascism came to mean all totalitarian regimes of the
right, and later many renegades from the left spoke
of fascism right or left so that the youth of today is
and must be thoroughly confu13ed as to what a
fascist is, what he stands for and what he stands
against.
It should be kept in mind that after the First
World War all European regimes of the right, from
Portugal to Latvia, thank their existence to the fear
of middle classes to be overrun by communism or
revolutionary socialism and even more to the disgust
with parliamentary democracy as imposed and encouraged by the peace treaties. In many instances,
the United States also directly and disastrously
interfered either by outfitting armies (Wrangel
against the Bolshevists) or grain delivery and other
foodstuffs (Hoover in Hungary) so that strong-man
6
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"MILLHOUSE" : A BLACK COMEDY

If you haven't seen Nixon 's nationally televised " Checkers" speech in which he kept himself on the
Eisenhower ticket in 1952 by an emotional appeal to mother-pie and applehood as a defense against against
charges of improper campaign funding, you owe it to yourself to catch the new film Millhouse .
the view from his
Millhouse, Emile de Antonio's black comedy devastation of Richard Nixon , takes
smear campaign to become freshman representative following WW II, to the present. Right-wingers will most
likely cry "Foul!" at de Antonio's cutting of the newscasts and documents that make up the film. Whatever
good there was of Nixon in the pieces was left on the editing room floor .
The film introduces Nixon in the form of a wax image that is being lowered into place at Madame
Tuscand 's in London . From there he is brought to his "last press conference " after losing the 1962 California
gubernatorial race to Pat Brown. The press conference is used as a focal point for flashbacks and flash -forwards
to illustrate what de Antonio terms as the essential Nixon - Banal , trite, opportunistic , and dangerous.
ACTIVIST LAWYERS - A "SPECTACLE"

Attorney General John Mitchell, speaking before the Oregon State Bar Association characterized activist
lawyers and the judges that agree with them as a "spectacle " whose efforts to effect social change in the
country through the courts would, in fact, "turn back the clock hundreds of years to a day when the law was
what the king said it was . He called their efforts "a sophisticated exploitation of the machinery of government. ' '
Mitchell directed his remarks in referrence to the recent dedication of Georgetown University Law Center,
where activist lawyer William Kuntsler was originally invited to speak by the law students in charge of planning
the exercises .
When the trustees of the institution found out about the planned speaker , they took over the convocation
planning and invited Chief Justice Warren Berger instead . The student organizers , enraged by this action,
organized a counter-convocation and held it in the street outside the new law center . Kuntsler attracted a larger
rowd than Burger, whose speech was charactized by a small walkout by the few law students who attended.
11
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WHO OWNS NEW YORK?

"Who owns New York? We own New York ! runs a familiar line from an old Columbia University song.
No idle boast, however . Columbia University owns $560,000 ,000 worth of property in Manhatten which goes
tax-free every year because of the University's status as an educational institution. Many people , especially those
living on Morningside Heights who have been served with eviction notices by Columbia, are wondering if the
school's status could not be more realistically termed as a "real estate firm ."
Pharmacy Site originally purchased for the construction of a new school, refers to eight adjoining apartment buildings in good condition . In 1965, after being served with eviction notices, tenants who refused to
move out were issued a court decision in their favor when it was proved that the School of Pharmacy lacked
construction funds . Columbia no longer has any pretense of constructing a school on the site. Instead they plan
to renovate the apartments for faculty and staff members at the expense of the NYC taxpayers.
A spokesman for the Morningside Tenant's Committee said : "It 's not costing them a cent and they'll be
off real estate taxes for 30 years .
11
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SELECTIVE ASSASSINATION

In a warning issued almost a year to the hour after the murder of Quebec 's provincial labor mm1ster,
Pierre Laporte, a method of Selective Assination of public figures by the Quebec Liberation Front (FLQ) was
announced as a means of obtaining government in the French-speaking province.
Police authenticated the three new communiques issued by the group after their discovery in Montreal's
subway system. One of the communiques was addressed to Quebec 's premier Robert Bourassa; another
announced the selective assassination policy as a means to "destroy exploiters of the people;" the third communique criticized the present conditions in Quebec .
An effort to crush the FLQ rebellion was invoked by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau in the Emergency War
easures Act a year ago . The Constitutional rights of Canadians were suspended at that time giving police
_ officials the authority to arrest and detain any "suspicious individuals.
Last year's incidents are still fresh in the minds of Canadians causing extensive security measures to be
taken in order to protect province officials who might be targets . Among those receiving this security are
Premier Bourassa and the provincial governments Minister of Justice, Jerome Choquette.
11

1971 Higher Education Act

A SHOT IN THE ARM

•MARCIA RYBECZNSKI

Conferees of the United States Senate and House of Representatives
are preparing to study proposals for a multi-billion dollar project de signed to give higher education a much needed "shot in the arm ." The
$20 billion program, known as the 1971 Higher Education Act, would
provide ample funds to ease the financial distress that is being felt by
most post-secondary institutions. The bill also provides for an increase
in the amount of assistance granted to students of these institutions
through a number of new federal funding programs .

SUCB with over 10 ,000 enrolled
students and over one thousand students
eligible for BEOG , would find itself
receiving the maximum allowance . The
school would receive a flat grant of
$235 ,000 plus an additional $100 for
each recipient in excess of one thousand
persons. Institut ional aid would be withheld, however, until all student ai
programs were funded.

Two different versions of this act are
being presented for debate . The Senate authored bill (S659) was approved by the
body last August and contains several
important proposals not included in the
House bill (HR 7248) , which was passed
earlier this month.
A Conference Committee of both
senators and congressman will receive
both versions of the bills in the near
future, and will decide the exact contents
of the final act . The bill then goes back to
Congress for final debate and voting .
Both the Senate and the House
favor support of the current student aid
programs. The National Defense Education Act (NDEA), College Work Study
Program (CWSP), Guaranteed Student
Loan Program, and the Educational
Opportunity Grant (EOG) are all scheduled to be continued, along with a raise in
the borrowing limit of both Federal loan
programs.
The Senate bill also proposes to keep
the present system of loan "forgiveness"
for all teachers and members of the
armed forces . The House bill would limit
the "forgiveness" to teachers of the
handicapped and those in schools serving
the poor.
In extending the availability of loans,
both acts favor the creation of a government sponsored private corporation to
serve as a secondary market for guaranteed loans.

The House ' s major proposal fo r
instituional aid is a compromise based on
two opposing amendments authored by
Representatives Edith Green of Oregon ,
and Albert Quie of Minnesota .

In directing the funds the Senate
proposes making Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants (BEOG) available to
all students according to their family
income. The cost of tuition at the school
where they plan to attend would also be
taken into account . The Basic Grant
could award up to $1400 per year minus
the expected family contribution , or pay
half the amount necessary to attend the
institution - whichever was less. Supplemental EOG funds could be given to
students in exceptional need.
The House bill does not include this
proposal but opts to continue the present
EOG program (as opposed to extending it
to all students, as the BEOG program
does.) Awards, distributed yearly , along
with renewal would be granted upon
justification.
Raising the ceiling of the award to
$1500 has been proposed, and the House
would also establish a uniform state allotment formula for EOG, Work Study, and
NDEA programs where 10% of the
available are reserved for use by the
Commissioner of Education to take care
of special situations.
According to the Senate's
tutional aid would be based
number of students receiving
the institution, in relation to
enrollment in the school.

bill , instiupon the
BEOG in
the total

The Green amendment favored distri bution of funds according to the number
of Full-Time Equivelent (FTE) students ,
this formula tending to favor schools with
a high enrollment of middle -class
students. Conversly , the Quie Amendment , which was backed by the Nixon
Administration , bases allocation on the
number of Federal Aid students.
The resulting compromise by the
House Committee advocated distributing
two thirds of the funds in relation to the
number of FTE students , and one third
of the funds according to the number of
federaly aided students .
Glenn Nellis of the State University
College at Buffalo and special assistant to
President E.K. Fretwall , stated in a recent
interview that the Senate plan would
prove to be slightly more advantageous to
SUCB due to the large number of stu
dents here eligible for BEOG's. He adde
though, that considerable opposition has
been voiced concerning the Senate
formula and that a variation of the House
compromise formula is more likely to be
passed.

-

Other significant prov1s10ns in the
Senate bill include a program that would
provide for the establishment of several
esearch programs in the field of educaion. Seed money would be granted for a
National Foundation for post secondary
education and would fund a National
Institute of Education . Both research
centers have received the backing of the
Nixon Administration.
Parts of both bills seek to establish a
relationship between the urban community and post secondary schools. The
proposed Community Service Learning
program would allow students to participate in work -study situations that are
directly involved with the community.
The Senate bill further proposes allotting
grants for higher institutions in
metropolitan areas to aid in the creation
of programs which deal with the scope
and solution of urban problems.
Both Houses seek higher approprations for school libraries but because of
differences in their institutional aid
programs, the formulas differ: The Senate
would directly allot $130 million for the
project while the House proposed and
increase in the current allotment of the
Federal government per FTE student
from ten dollars to twenty dollars.
Numerous other programs have been
proposed by the two houses such as
ethnic studies, new fellowship programs
nd consumer education .
A tough fight for passage is expected
for several of the proposals in the bill.
Debate over the choice of a formula for
EDUCATION
NYS DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION
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The State Education survey of the
racial and ethnic distribution of public
school students, shows that excluding the
" Big Six" cities 5.1 percent of all
students enrolled in public elementary
and secondary schools are classified in the
two major minority groupings - Negro
and Spanish Surnamed American. This
compares with 4.9 percent in 1969-70.
For the "Big Six" cities, 56.4 percent
of the students are of a major minority
group. This is up from 54.1 percent last
year. New York City has the highest percentage, 60.2 percent, up from 57.9
percent last year. Three more of the
State's six largest have enrollments with
over 30 percent minority group students:
Buffalo with 40.8 percent; Ro-chester
with 37.3 percent; and Albany with 34.2

M ercent.

_f'9

The study pointed out that 75.5 percent of all public school Negro students
in the State attend schools in New York
City, while an additional 10.5 percent
attend schools in the five other major
cities. Some 92 percent of the State's

bussing amendments which may tie up
the bill on the floor.
While some versions of this act will be
passed in 1972, the appropriation of
funds might prove to be another problem: It is possible that adequate funds are
not available for the full funding of the
programs.

INSTITUTIONAL

AID

According to the Senate bill, institutional aid would be based on the
number of students receiving Basic Educational Opportunity Grants.
AMOUNT OF ALLOWANCE

TOTAL ENROLLMENT

Not over 1 ,000

$500 for each basic grant recipient

1,001 to 2,500

$400 for each recipient or, if the number
of recipients is at least 100, $50,000 plus
$400 for each recipient in excess of 100.

2,501 to 5,000

$300 per recipient or, if the number of
recipients is at least 250 , $110,000 plus
$300 for each recipient in excess of 250.

5,001 to 10,000

$200 per recipient or, if the number of
recipients is at least 500, $185,000 plus
$200 for each recipient in excess of 500.

Over 10,000

$100 per recipient or, if the number of
recipients is at least 1,000, $235,000 plus
$100 for each recipient in excess of
1,000.

In an attempt to directly involve the college community in this landmark bill,
President Fretwell is encouraging research by students into the various proposals of the
bills and their implications for SUCB. Academic credit in political science will probably be granted for participation. Students interested in the Independant Study
contract should contact Glenn Nellis in Rockwell 221 .
Spanish Surnamed students attend
schools in New York City.

RELEASES RACIAL / ETHNIC STUDY

I

direct institutional aid is anticipated .
Another issue may arise from a "minor"
proposal for school desegregation . Despite the fact that the act is aimed at
post-secondary education, $1.5 billion of
the bill would be funded for school
desegregation of elementary and high
schools. The "clincher" of the House pro•
posal is that it contains several anti-

During the past five years, in the large
cities of the State the major minority
group population of the public schools
rose from 46.8 percent in 1966-67 to
56.4 percent in 1970-71. The increase
was most pronounced in New York City
where Negro and Spanish Surnamed
American representation in the public
schools rose by 10 percent over the fiveyear period.
DISSENT COULD

FLARE

AGAIN

A 177 -page
report issued by two
researchers for the Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, stated that the
widespread turmoil and disturbances of
May 1970 could very easily erupt and
occur again.
"The tinder of discontentment on the
campus remains dry," the report said. All
that is needed to spark a new campus turmoil is, ''a .calculated governmental
action, or more tragically, an unintended
consequence'.' They drew reference to
the Kent State deaths of 1970 where four
students were killed by National
Guardsmen during an anti-war demonstration at the Ohio university.

The report also examined the Jackson
State College incident where two students
were slain during campus protests over
American involvement in Cambodia.
Among other things, the report found
that the incidents eroded public confidence in, and financial support for the
colleges. But it accelerated some educational reforms and revealed a "declining
commitment to customary academic
work" among many students and young
faculty members.
MORE FREEZE EFFECTS EXPECTED

Students who were caught in a bind
when universities were allowed to raise
tuition costs, but wages were frozen
during the three month Wage/Price
Freeze, are liklely to be affected again by
recent food price increases. A planned
Rent Board in the Washington D.C. area
will also have an affect on the student in
some rent increases that lie on the horizon.
College teachers whose pay increases
were prohibited by the Wage Freeze
should be receiving retroactive wage
boosts under Nixon's Phase II plan, unless
a challenge comes from the college
administrations about the new contracts
before the pay boards.

The only recognized direct contacts between Red China
and the U.S. took place periodically at Warsaw. The U.S. position has been reinforced by the refusal year after year to votin favor of Jetting Red China into the U.N. -U.S. power an•
prestige influenced most of the Western bloc - as well as the
neutral nations - to join with us in isolating Mao from the
world body .
In 1959 Red China publically asked to be admitted , but
President Eisenhower in following the example of John Foster
Dulles, arrogantly snubbed the request. In order to justify the
U.S . position, Eisenhower pointed to the imperialist adven tures by Mao, including the invasion of Tibet in 1954 and the
shelling of Quemoy and Matsu off the coast of the mainland .
Since these interactions in the late fifties , nothing of any
significance has been advanced by the U.S. to render her
position until this past spring when President Nixon
announced his plans to visit Peking early next year to meet
with Communist officials.
What caused the sudden reversal 7 Nixon had as Vice President in the fifties , aided in formulating America's
hard-line policy.
The answer is complex , pointing towards an examination
of the activities of the intellectual commumty, especially
certain few influential diplomats , politicians, and
academicians.
When our original China policy was formulated , many
scholars, largely of liberal backrounds (Galbraith, Schlesinger ,
Jr., Barnett , and Reischaur) , immediately denounced the
stingent measures. At first their influence was slight. However,
once Joe McCarthy and his henchmen were erased from influential positions in American politics, more officials began to
examine Sino-American relations more closely .
With America seemingly recovering from the McCarthy
Era , more people were in the position to objectively analyz
the U.S. position. This was compounded with the Sino-Sovie
break in 1958 over ideology . With the advent of this severence,
U.S. intellectuals viewed China as a separate entity and began
exerting pressure on the U.S. to re-evaluate Sino-American
relations .

NEWS ANALYSIS

US - Sino relations:
Eras & Errors
•MICHAEL KAISER

About four weeks ago America 's foreign policy received
one of the most severe blows since the origin of the Cold War .
The General Assembly of the United Nations passed the
Albania Resolution .
The Resolution, passed by a vote of 76-35 , called for the
expulsion of Nationalist China from the U.N. and replced her
with the communist regime on the mainland . The shock was
not so much the result Red China 's admission to the U.N . as it
was the Albania Resolution which directly challenged and
succeeded in undermining the policy of the most predominant
power in the U.N . - the United States.
In retaliation , several of America 's own super-patriots,
namely John Mitchell, James Buckley, and Barry Goldwater
strongly advised the severance of U.S. funds as well as foreign
aid to those countries who dared challenge the omnipotence of
the Lord's most indentured servant.
To understand the meaning of these recent events, I think
that it is necessary to trace America 's policy toward each
China's relationship to the U.N. as far back as possible .
When the mainland of China turned communist in 1949 a
great deal of fear dominated the public . Russia had violated
the Yalta Agreements and was running rampant throughout
Eastern Europe. America , who had regarded Russia and
Communism as a friend prior to this , turned its mood into a
rather paranoiac, anti-communist frenzy , perhaps rightfully so .
The U.S. was the most powerful nation outside the iron
curtain and we subsequently took it upon ourselves to police
the world in order to halt the spread of Communism - the
culmination being Dean Acheanson's " domino" theory . When
China fell into Mao's hands hysteria rocked America 's politicians because rightest elements, including the famous
Committee of One Million, claimed that it was the U.S. who
lost China to the Communists by failing to aid Chiang
Kai-Shek more than we did.
This matter, though quite debatable , was a powerful
enough force to keep the U.S. from recognizing the
Communist regime, as well as keeping it out of the U.N.
China's entry into the Korean War in 1951 , along with the
Joe McCarthy witchhunts , reinforced the hard -line , get-tough
policy of the U.S.
To further exemplify the harshness of this course, at the
Geneva Convention of 1954, Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles refused to be formally introduced to Communist
Chinese Premier Chou En-lai. At the time it was well known
that the U.S. had chosen to place its confidences in the government of Chiang Kai-Shek and his exiles on the tiny island of
Formosa, about one hundred miles off the southern coast of
China. Chiang, being no more of a democratic figure than Mao,
proved an asset to the U.S. containment program.
Since 1949 the U.S. has poured an enormous amount of
aid - both economic and military - averaging several hundred
million dollars per year, and has maintained its own military
bases there as part of its committment specified under the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization [SEATO] ; The U.S. has
also defended and preserved Taiwan's right as a member of the
U.N. Security Council.
The antithesis has naturally been the maintainence of the
paraooiac course of containment towards the mainland .

With the sixties came campus and racial unrest and with
that came more re-definition of roles and a greater influence of
the intellectual on the national pulse. It became increasingly
clearer to see that the U.S. could not ignore a nation of 800
million people - moreover, to keep it out of the U.N.
Mr. Nixon , being the astute politician he is, quickly sensed
this attitude and responded accordingly - thus adding prestige
to his "New Nixon" image .
China's changing attitude toward the United States, in
analyzing the political, economical, and sociological history of
the Maoist regime from 1949 to the present , can be discovered
to be a series of ideological struggles within its own sphere of
influence . The two opposing factions are the ideological
purists led by Mao, and the more moderate realists whose
.
spokesman is Chou En-lai.
From 1949 to 1953 the purists held the upper hand due
to the necessity of establishing control over their newly won
territory and the Korean War. With the war over, Chinese
officials looked inward toward their own economic development and realized that many of the pure Marxist-Maoist
concepts were irrelavant to China's current economic advancement . From 1953 to 1957 the moderates took presidence in an
attempt to industrialize. During that time China made
remarkable advancements .
In addition to her economic progress, a "free speech"
movement was permitted in the university system. Howeve
by 1958 things had changed:
Russia was purging from its ranks the remaining Stalinists
and adopting a more capitalistic ideology. Realizing this, the
Chinese adopted a more purist ideology based on Marxist
thought. She subsequently denounced Russia and forfeited
more than one billion dollars worth of aid. The "free speech"
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a more technicalized society was needed . Russi.a was out of the
question. One country was left - the United States. Would
America be willing to invest?

movement exceeded its limits causing a reaction from the
purists.
In 1958, the " Great Leap Forward" was initiated in order
to reinforce pure Marxism into the Chinese way of life. The
radical pursuit once again assumed control.
The " Great Leap Forward" was a plan of rapid industrial
advancement using collectivist Marxism doctrines, as opposed
to the more moderate individualism that preceeded it.
Again , a shift: By 1962 the " Great Leap Forward" had
ended in complete failure because the idealistic and
impractical socialist cult failed to achieve its goals. The prestige
of the radicals dwindled, and once again the moderates
assumed the upper hand .
From 1962 to 1966 the moderates re-initiated their
economic doctrines and China tried once again to pick up
where she left off in 1958. But now a power struggle was in
the making with the radicals emerging in 1966 thus bringing
about the "Cultural Revolution ," an attempt by the pure
Maoists to destroy the moderates.
Purges became prevalent . The Red Guards stormed
throughout China harassing, lynching, and beating anyone
designated by Mao as counter-revolutionary. The Red Guard
met stiff resistance from the peasants, the workers, and the
army . At one point, China rimmed the edge of a civil war .
Industry came to a complete halt. Estimates have it that
millions of people were slaughtered in cold blood.
By 1969, China's economy was relatively non-existant.
The Cultural Revolution was followed by counter-purges. The
moderates again seized control with the help of the army .
Again in power, the moderates realized that they could no
longer industrialize on their own. Economic investments from
ECOLOGY 1 971

Both America and China, who until recently preached a
mutual hatred, are now, for the sake of convenience, beginning
to formally accept one another 's presence.
The U.N. vote is now historic. Red China has been admitted and Nationalist China has been expelled constituting a
severe set-back in American prestige. U.S. power was
neutralized to a large extent by the Afro-Asian bloc .
The irony, however, lies in the fact that Nationalist China
was the least affected by the measure because of her present
economic prosperity. In Asia she has the highest per-capita
income. Most of her trade is with non-U.N. nations, the exception being the U.S.
It is unlikely that America will sell Chiang Kai-Shek down
the river in the near future because the pro-Nationalist element
in America is still strong. It will be interesting, however, to see
just how far the American "Two China Policy" can go without
having to take sides.
Who will emerge victorious in Red China? Possible clues to
this may have been uncovered when Lin Piao was purged. In
the final analysis , I see the United States as pending witness to
a drastic improvement in Sino-American relations. We may
well be the vital element in preventing a war between Russia
and China. Such a change could also affect the war in
Vietnam. Formosa may even have to adjust its political,
economic, and social thought patterns to accomodate the
mainland .

An End to Hysrerics

From the eye of Environmental analyst, Dan Beard of the Library
of Congress, the slow pace of the ecological snail is due to the rough
going the environment is getting on its way through the 92nd Congress.
In terms of progress, from the 25-bill package proposed by President
Nixon last year, the House passed three measures; the Senate - four.
Nothing more than two international treaties and a minor communications bill have become law.
"About 3,000 bills, one-fifth the total
introd-uced in Congress each year,
concern the environment, and the same
proportion is enacted into law," says
Beard, who works in the Library's
Environmental Policy Division of the
Congressional Research Service. "The
91st Congress (1969-70) had it easier,
because it started almost at point zero.
Enacting the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), re-writing air standards, controlling oil pollution • Congress
was riding the environmental wave ."
Now, Beard says, Congress and the
public must get into the dirty work and
start making the ''really difficult
decisions.''
"No longer can the typical Congressman get by with general rhetoric," he
says. "He must face the choice of ending
strip mining to preserve scenic areas or
continue it to meet the nation's energy
needs."
Several significant trends are seen by
Beard to be developing in the environmental awareness of this year's Congress:

An end to hysteria: "The prophets of
ecological doom have gone out of
fashion ... The stop-start debate on phosphates is one example of how an issue
gets away from clear-thinking people."
National standards: A greater
tendency to impose national standards is
developing but occasionally the strategy
;s unwarranted. Says Beard: "Take the
requirement for retaining tanks on all
boats. Human waste accounts for one-half
of one percent of all water pollution. A
closed-in lake in the Midwest needs this
sort of control, but not the Puget Sound.
This is an easy law to make, but highly
inappropriate."
Jobs vs. the environment: "We have to
face it - people are more concerned about
their jobs and money in their pockets
than the environment. What happens
when they're told that Pintos will cost an
extra $1,000 in 1975 because of added
pollution controll devices?"
What is an environmental issue?:
"People agree that building parks and
saving whales and controlling smog are
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environmental issues. But what about
sewage treatment plants? Who can get
excited over getting rid of a city's
waste?"
Admitting that the public attitude
toward ecological issues has undergone a
massive change in the past two years,
Beard commented that the public furor
over the matter has died down a bit. He
added that things are looking better and
noted the "quick reaction in i;pvernment"
as quite a surprise. "Who would ever have
thought that a Republican President
would ever get into land use policy," he
said. "That's totally subverting local
zoning laws." He cited Nixon as having
outshone any of his predecessors - on
ocean dumping legislation, international
awareness, and government organµation.
The latest innovation undertaken by
the President is the Environmental Merit
Awards program, which carrys no monetary reward, but recognizes students'
contributions to local projects. The Environmental Protection Agency and Health,
Education, and Welfare Office of
Education will ad~inister the program
jointly, but local citizens' committees will
decide the criteria for the recipients.
On Capitol Hill, Congress faces dozens
of pending environmental bills to handle
in the remaining weeks of its first session.
The session, expected to end by l
December, will see its most pressing
measures as this:

Ocean dumping: The
Administration's originally proposed
bill, passed in early September by the
House, has been okayed by the Senate
Chamber Committee and now awaits
scheduling on the Senate calendar.
Water Control: Proposed in four separate bills by the Administration, the
package has been approved by the Senate
Public Works Committee in different
form, and was recently approved on the
floor. The House will most likely not get
to the bill this year.Pesticides: The House
is soon expected to vote on an Agricultural Committee re-write of the
Administration bill which sets up categories of permits for pesticide use. The

Senate will probably act on the House bill
in 1972.

Noise: The House Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee will work
out a bill in the near future that includes
the Administration's proposal to set up
classes for decibel levels in transportation
equipment, construction equipment, and
virtually all equipment powered by
internal combustion engines. The Senate
Commerce Committee is working at it.
Ports and waterways safety : Already
passed in the House in October, the
Administrative proposal to give the Coast
Guard the authority to operate a vessel

High Court Nominees Under Consideration
In a letter sent to all U.S. Senators the American Civil Liberties
Union announced that it "deplores the President's announced intention
of making Supreme Court appointments for the purpose of tipping the
balance of the Court away from civil liberties." The ACLU suggested
that in judging the fitness of William Rehnquist and Lewis Powell to sit
on the court, the Senators evaluate the candidates' dedication to the.
Bill of Rights.
The letter continued saying that in
performing its constitutional duty of advice and consent, the Senate should
determine more than the "legal literacy
and fiscal integrity" of the Supreme
Court nominees.
"The Court is a coordinate branch of
government equal in stature to the executive and legislative branches of
government. The Senate should not defer
to a claimed right of the President to pick
candidates for the Supreme Court who
share his judicial philosophy. Rather, we
believe, the Senate should exercise its
power to approve or disapprove candidates for the Court in terms of its own
views of their judicial philosophy.''
In its 51 year history, the ACLU has
never endorsed or opposed candidates or
nominees for public office. The statement, as noted by the ACLU in the letter,
should not be considered or interpreted
as a departure from that policy.
Refraining from stating a point of
view on either Rehnquist or Lewis, the
ACLU asked that the Senate "determine
for itself how well or ill their judicial philosophies will serve to advance the
principles of the Bill of Rights."
Lewis Powell, the Virginia lawyer who
has been nominated by President Nixon
to fill a vacancy on the Supreme Court
offered the following remarks at the annual meeting of the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities in
1968. The comments in his address are of
a particular interest now, because one of
the chief cases involving higher education
is scheduled to be heard by the high court
in its current session . The case involves a

non-tenured teacher who claims that his
contract was not renewed because of his
political activities.
Powell opened his address stating,
"The greatest care must be exercised to
distinguish between the revolutionaries
( of the New Left) and the vast majority
of students and faculty members who,
like society in general, are real victims of
the new leftists ... "
He covered three areas of "special
sensitivity" in the address: Participation
in decision making; the role of faculties;
and academic freedom .
On the role of participation in decision making he commented that if the
entire scope of demand for student power
in the decision making processes of issues
relevant to the campus were met, "the
present structure of higher education in
America would be dismantled and replaced by the type of student power
found in many South American universities."
He continued saying: "And yet
student views are entitled to be voiced
and seriously considered . . . All of this
must have substance, and reflect a
genuine desire to reach accommodation
with responsible studAnt views."
On the area of faculty involvment he
quoted Erwin Griswald, Soliciter General
of the United States at the time, and
former dean of Harvard Law School from
an address on the violence at Columbia
University when he said: "The only
persons for whom I have more contempt
than for the student groups which created
the discord are the faculty members who
lent support to them."
On Academic freedom Powell said,
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traffic control system is still being
worked on by the Senate Chamber Com mittee. A spokesman for the committee
said that action can be expected this year
The three measures on the Administrations environment docket that have
become law this year are two treaties to
control oil spills and the Vessel Bridgeto-Bridge Radio Telephone Act that
improves communications between oil carrying vessels and helps prevent
collision and subsequent oil spills.
Other major pieces of environmental
legislation, such as the lead-in-gas tax, and
sulfer-emissions tax, will have to wait
until 1972 for consideration by Congress.
" The question in simplest terms is
whether responsible educators will con tinue to allow 'academic freedom' to be
used as a cover for extremism on the
campus , however violent or irrational. In
reality, what is called academic freedom
in these situations often approaches
license without limit . ..
"The quality of education depends
upon the wise exercise of value judgements , especially in the selection,
retention, and promotion of those who
teach . One may doubt that a Black
Panther leader, a convicted felon, is
qualified to bring anything worthwhile to
the campus. If it is said that a Mafia
leader knows much about vice and extor
tion, and that a Grand Dragon of the
Klan much about bigotry .. .
"Should the faculties of our great
universities, dedicated to the ideals of
high scholarship and the search for truth,
be deemed by conspiring extremists who
would defile and destroy the very freedoms they invoke? Are our campuses to
become Hyde Park and Times Squares,
where a soap box is provided for every
huckster 7
"Again, it seems to me that the time
has come for responsible educators to be
far more discriminating in selecting professors and lecturers, and especially in
granting tenure."
On the subject of civil disobedience
and academic freedom Powell said:
"There is among all of us genuinely concerned with education a broad consensus
as to the traditional campus liberalism,
Our colleges and universities must ever be
preserved as citidels of free inquiry. They
must always foster and encourage - and
never suppress - the freedom of both
faculty and students to express divergent
views, to protest injustice, and to promote social change in which the:v:f
believe ...
"Yet this high purpose of the
university surely will be frustrated and
subverted if th<! current trends toward
license, discord, and even anarchy on the
campus are not checked .

Asana:

A.ana

JOr those who consider
the angles of their limbs'

• LARRY FRITZ

literally translated means posture or position of the body . Of the things we do in the West
there is nothing which quite resembles it, except of
course , certain trends in theater and dance most
notably the fluidities of Living Theatre .
Asana as posture, while like the rigors of calisthenics in that it too seeks to develop body
musculature , is not something near as strenuous or
limited in approach . What is essential to asana and
that which most readily differentiates it from its
Western counterpart is its whole or total approach
to the body . Basic to this system of physical discipline is the belief that body and mind are inseparable and that to subtly effect the physical
aspects of the self is to similarly effect the mental/
or spiritual self.
Unlike calisthenics which works primarily on
the body mus:::ulature, asana is a means to effect
the many other systems of the physical body, including the nervous system, respiration, circulation
and digestion . Not to dwell on this point but yogiis
(practioners of yoga) were the first prove that the
autonomic nervous system was a function that
could be controlled. Further, unlike calisthenics,
yoga asana makes wide use of relaxation, particularly after each posture, in order to return the body to
a physiological norm. In this way, practice of asanas
is a revitalizing experience rather than a fatiguing
one. Combined with the practice of diaphragmatic
breathing, it is one integral approach of returning
suppleness and harmony to the entire physical beinq.

ATMAN

What lies at the basis of the practice of asana is
that which is the basis of yoga itself. Literally translated yoga means "yoke" or "union" that is, union
of the individual self, Atman with the universal
spirit, Brahman. By bringing steadiness, health and
lightness to the physical body, one facilitates mental
equilibrium, an essential basis for meditation and a
realization of the universal-cosmic spirit.
Essential to each asana is the element of breath.
More often than not there is a coordinc1tibn of the
breathing with the physical movement . The important point is not to cut off the breath, as we often
tend to do in physical activities . The attempt should
be for a fluid, diaphragmatic breath both during the
asana and the relaxation time.
RELAXATION

,

ATTITUDE

However, like most disciplines of the East, attitude concerning the practice of the asana is as
important as the practice itself. Basic to this
attitude is that which has been variously ref erred to
as "selflessness," "shunning the ego' etc.; the very
important point here is that of non-attachment. To
become attached to either the practice of asana or
the benefits derived form such, is to in a very real
way to create limitations for the experience itself.
Developing a healthy, supple body, a sense of poise
and a great vitality as well as a clear mind is no
doubt part of what can be achieved in the practice
of asana, however these benefits are by no means all
that can be achieved. Indeed any conception of
what is or can be gotten from such practice functions only as blinders to realms of experience that
are not part of or in any way related to such conceptions.
1
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The period of relaxation after each asana is crucial for it is then that the body is allowed to return
to normal. By relaxing then, any tension that has
been created will be eased out, allowing for the free
circulation of both blood and energy. The Corpse
pose as this asana is called (because of the motionlessness of the body) is done by lying on the floor
with heels touching and the arms resting at the
sides. A general rule that can be followed is to allow for a time in relaxation equal to that spent in
asana itself. One further point to remember during
the corpse pose is that by deep breathing at that
time, new energy through oxygen is brought into
the body. By remaining motionless for some time
and keeping the mind still while you are fully
conscious, you learn to relax. Such a pose
invigorates and refreshes both mind and body and
mind.
To perform asanas it is best to have a clean,
airy place free from distractions. Considering that
most asanas are done sitting on the floor, it is best
to use a small rug or blanket to make it more comfortable. Loose clothing is also advised. Because
many asanas involve bending and stretching it is also
suggested to avoid doing asanas directly after eating.
Wait at least two to three hours.
While many asanas in the ideal sense look difficult if not at times impossible, it is important to
avoid stretching so much as to create pain. It does
not matter how much you can do but rather how
much you attempt to do. Go as far as it is possible
without creating pain. When one has mastered an
asana, it comes off with effortless ease and causes
no discomfort.

TADASANA

TRIANGLE POSE

This is the basic standing pose . Literally it
means standing firm and erect as a mountain .
Stand erect with the feet together, the heels
and big toes touching each other . Tighten the knees
and bring them together. Spine is stretched up and
the neck is straight; keep the stomach in and chest
forward. Do not bear the weight of the body either
on the heels or toes but distribute evenly on both.
Extend the hands to sides, fingers extended .

1. Stand in the Tadasana. With a jump , spread the
legs apart sideways about three feet.
2 . Turn the right foot sideways 90 degrees to th
right . Turn the left foot 60 degrees to the right.
Keep the left leg stretched out and tightened at
the knee .
3. Exhale, rotate the trunk to the right and bring
the left palm down near to the outer side of the
right foot .
4 . Strech the right arm up bringing it in line with
the left arm .
5. Stay in this pose for 30 seconds with normal
breathing.

TREE POSE

1. Stand in Tadasana.
2. Bend the right leg at the knee and the place the
right heel at the root of the left thigh . Rest the
foot on the left thigh, toes pointing downwards .
3. Balance on the left leg , raise the arms up slowly
to the overhead position , palms touching.
4. Stay in the pose for a few seconds breathing
deeply . Then lower the arms separating the
hands. Straighten the right leg and stand again in
the Tadasana.
5. Repeat on the opposite leg. Stay for the same
length of time, then return to the Tadasana and
relax in the Corpse. (This asana tones the leg
muscles and gives one a sense of poise and
balance.)

6. Inhale, lift the left hand from the floor and
rotate the trunk back to its original position and
the standing position.
7 . Repeat the pose this time rotating to the
opposite side.
8. Stay in the pose on both sides for the sa~
length of time.
W'
9. After completing the second side exhale and
jump back to Tadasana. This completes the asana,
Relax in the Corpse.
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5. Place the hands in the middle of the spine and
stretch the legs straight with the toes up . Allow
the legs and toes to remain relaxed .
6 . Stay in this position for three to five minutes
with even breathing . If at any time the pose
becomes painful come down and relax .
7 . To come down , exhale and gradually slide down
releasing the hands.
8 . If you cannot do the asana without support use a
.~
stool and follow the same technique.

TRIANGLE POSE

SHOULDER STAND

1. Lie flat on the floor keeping the legs stretched
out. Place the hands by the sides, palms down.
Take a few deep breaths.
2. Exhale , bend the knees and move the legs toward
the stomach till the thighs touch it. Take two
breaths . (see plate)

SHO U LDER STAND

----=

-

. Raise the hips from the floor with an exhalation
and rest the hands on them by bending the arms
at the elbows. Take two breaths.
4 . Exhale, raise the trunk up perpindicularly
supported by the hands until the chest touches
the chin. (see plate)

.........
:--...
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galaxy , Andromeda, is some 2½ times larger and is
still considered small as far as galaxies go . The ligh
you see from this tiny hazy patch in the winte
night sky had to travel almost a million years at
186,282 miles per second to reach your eye . This
little spot is some 300,000 light years in diameter .
[ A light year is six trillion miles.] Andromeda is
but a pin point ; a mere stone 's throw away .
The 200 inch reflecting telescope at the
Palomar Observatory in California can detect photographically over one and one-half billion Galaxies.
The one-mile-in-diameter radio telescope in South
America can detect more than ten thousand times
as many galaxies as can the one at Mount Palomar,
and even at this great range , the galaxies show no
sign of thinning out . We are now talking about distances of thousands of billions of light years .
Our sun is but one rather insignificant grain of
dust in all this , with no real significant unusual
characteristics about it , except that we - life on its
third planet - exist. We like to think that we are
significant and unique, but are we?

• BILL SEWARD

O ne of the strangest incidents yet reported concerning Unidentified Flying Objects occurred in
Buenos Aires, Argentina on 3 June, 1968. Dr. and
Mrs . Vidal were transported by what they believe to
have been an alien spacecraft from Buenos Aires to
Mexico City.
The incident rtarted when Dr . and Mrs . Vidal
left a family reunion about midnight enroute to
their nearby home. But their destination was never
realized . Somewhere along the way, they disappeared . The Vidal's family instituted an intensive
search aided by police and Army personnel , but to
no avail : there was no trace of the doctor or his
wife - or the automobile.
Forty-eight hours later, frantic relatives received
a telephone call from Dr. Vidal. They were shocked
to hear him claim that he had just awoke a few
kilometers outside Mexico City . He was unable to
account for his disappearance from Argentina or his
appearance in Mexico .
As Dr. Vidal told reporters later, he and his
wife were driving down a country road on their way
home from the reunion when the car was enveloped
in a thick fogbank. Because of the decreased visibility, he slowed the car down. Suddenly, all was
black. The next thing he knew, he was in the midst
of brilliant sunlight on a strange road. He roused his
sleeping wife and got out from behind the wheel to
inspect the car. He was surprised to find that all the
paint was burned from it, but was relieved to find
the motor still operative. Continuing down the road,
he stopped a pedestrian and inquired where they
were.
The reply: he was just outside Mexico City; a
continent and thousands of miles away.
Dr. Vidal and his wife are certain that they
were abducted by aliens, apparently for some sort
of medical study, as they each had large scars on
their backs when they regained consciousness. Tliese
scars were fully healed and large enough to have
permitted a detailed study of their internal organs .
There are people who have argued long and passionately that there are alien life forms "out there/'
observing us here on Earth. Others insist there_:is
nothing at all: it is all in the minds of a few crackpots . However, before making a judgement, .one
must consider these facts : There are over 100 billion stars in the Milky Way Galaxy; our neighboring

Ilf one in 10,000 stars in all the galaxy were
capable of supporting life on a circling planet , there
would be over a million such worlds in our galaxy
alone, to say nothing of all the billions and billions
of other galaxies in the universe .
All of the laws of mathematical probability say
that there must be life out there somewhere; in our
own solar system alone, there are two planets with
the proper conditions to support life: Earth (obviously) and Mars. Astronomers are very optimistic
about the probability of finding some sort of life
forms on the Martian surface, even if it is only a
primitive form of vegetation. Our planet and Mars
seem to prove that wherever the conditions necessary for life to evolve exist, given time it will. I
doubt if our solar system is unique in that aspect.
Logically, there must be other !ife forms in the
universe . Perhaps it is one-celled , thus making us the
lords of all creation. Maybe it is so far advanced
that in comparison we could not even imagine the
accomplishments their race has achieved.
Perhaps these beings travel the universe in starships - perhaps they have discovered us . Maybe even
as you read this they are watching .
I was able to discuss the National Investigating
Committee on Aerial Phenomena, (N.I.C.A.P.) with
the former president of the Junior Chapter in Buffalo. Gary Herrnreiter, a student at Millard Fillmore
College discussed UFOs, NICAP and the probability
of extraterrestial having visited Earth.
At its peak between 1965 and 1969, NICAP
had a membership of more than 3,000 . Today it is
somewhat less. Unfortunately, public interest in
18
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UFOs and related topics is also less than it was.
Much of this decrease in interest can be traced to
the Air Force 's closing down of Project Blue Book,
journal of cases of alleged contacts between
humans and aliens . It was originally a log to record
cases involving military personnel only but was later

Some of these objects are, according to the investigators, extraterrestial spacecraft, here from
some unknown source, for some unknown purpose.
Evidently Washington also seems to think that
these UFOs are more than Venus, or flocks of
geese, as security is very tight on this subject. Blue
Book was classified "Top Secret." Officially expressed as "National Interest," the real reason for the
veil is as much a secret as the facts themselves.
There have been many cases of strange encounters between humans and these craft during the
past few generations.
In July, 1966, in the town of Cherry Creek,
New York, one of the most spectacular and disturbing of all encounters of the mid-fifties flap too
place . [A "flap" is a period of unusually high activity .]
It was a rainy night and three children were
home alone. Suddenly, the sky was filled with an
eerie light and the children saw a strange saucershaped form settle to the ground. After a short
time, the machine took off, silently.

UFO sighted homing in on Belmont Street •

expanded to include civilian cases. It is interesting
to note that the Air Force shut down the program
right in the middle of the largest period of UFO
activity in the last thirty years . Why they did this is
open to speculation • perhaps they were finding out
too much, perhaps the knowledge they had gained
was making them uncomfortable . Anyway, , Blue
Book is dead, and the public will probably never
know what was in those files; maybe it's better that
we don 't.
Obviously, say the UFOlogists, some of the reports of "flying saucers" are made by hysterics,
glory seekers, drunks or just plain crackpots. However, many of the reports cannot be explained away
as the planet Venus, or as jets, meteors, cloud formations, mirages, stars or whatever the Air Force
wishes to call them. One report of a massive UFO

Close-up of ship shows true identity • two pie plates topped
with a pot lid and an egg poacher. Photos such as these have
perpetrated many hoaxed reports of UFO 's.

When the children's parents arrived home, the
children told them the story, and the parents called
the police. Upon investigating they found a residue
at the exact spot where the children had told them
the saucer had landed. Some of the residue was
analyzed by the Air Force and was found to consist
of a petroleum base, mixed with aluminum salts. It
was also slightly radioactive, emmitting alpha and
beta radiation.
However, the most baffling thing about this incident was the bull they found. It was a full-grown
btµl, lying on its back, with its legs staked to the
ground, spread-eagle style. It was dead and all the
internal organs were removed.
Perhaps the most valuable reports come from
pilots and passengers in airplanes who see "flying
saucers" following their craft through the sky. A
pilot, because he spends so much time in the air, is
more apt to encounter UFOs and accurately report
what he has seen.
(cont'd. on page 28)

"Saucer" seen hovering in treetops, preparing to descend.

was explained as being the three belt stars in the
constellation Orion. Cool, except that Orion is a
winter constellation, and is invisible in July - when
the incident occurred.
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(Asana: continued)

'The flow of energy through a system
acts to organize that system'
-l<

PLOUGH POSE

the back and lay them on the floor behind you.
5. If you have difficulty keeping the toes on the
floor, place a chair be hind the head and rest the
toes on it.
6. If breathing becomes heavy or fast do not rest
the toes on the floor but on a chair.
7. Hold the position from one to five minutes. Then
exhale and lower slowly to the Corpse pose .
Relax . Deep breathe.

1. Lie flat on the floor and take a few deep breaths.
2. Exhale and bring the thighs to the chest, bending
at the knees. Take two breaths.
3. Support the back with the hands bringing the
hips off the floor. Extend the legs straightout
behind the head, exhaling.
4. Supporting the back, push the feet to the floor
so the toes are touching . Release the hands from

5. Attempt to bring the chest to the thighs, keepin
the inside of the knees on the floor.
6. Inhale and come back to the sitting position,
back perpendicular to the floor.
7 . Repeat two or three times, attempting to get
maximum stretch.
8. Then dropping the hands back behind uou, palms
down. Inhale and push the back up in the
opposite direction, attempting to keep the soles
of the feet on the floor. Lower again, then lie
back and relax.

HEAD · KNEE POSE

1. Lie flat on the floor, exhale and stretch the arms
above the head. From this position pull up to a
sitting position with the legs extended.
2. Bring the legs together, knees and toes touching.
3. Raise the arms above the head. Bring the hands
together and straighten both the back and neck.
Back should be perpendicular to the floor.
4. Exhale slowly, lowering the hands to an ankle or
toe position. Grasping either the toes or ankles.

9. Complete

the asanas with a full . ten minute
relaxation in the Corpse pose. Breathe. Relax.
I

*Energy Flow in Biology
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by Harold Morowitz
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ONVOCATIONS BOARD

Humor
Symposium
•

TOM PECHAR

TOM NOEL: f!Ir. Samuel Clemens . .. the diary of Adam and Eve ... thoughts on
re/igion . .. you can piss on the tree, but don't piss on the wall ... of the
pass-en-jair . .. Mark Twain's ragtime ta stes ... goddamn, goddamn, goddamn . ..
WILLIAM DA VIS:British humor va. American
humor vs. Soviet humor . .. PUNCH and
KROKODIL ... the weapon of humor ... the
power of ridicule . . . . Art Buchwald, ... why
are women so bloody serious? ... polyathelyne
cannonballs on the Thames vs. Yippies at the
Stock Exhange .. . "smutty" Lenny Bruce ...

DAVE WIECK : The aesthetics of humor . .. is
something that makes us laugh . . . funny
... humor as art ... how something becomes
nothing and then again something . .. simultaneity
in humor ... realization of what the funny
is ... from Plato to Feiffer ... Black humor and
Black-comedy ., .. comedy and/or tragedy ...
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The Real Worlt

Dis-Covery
•CAROL EDMONDSON

The changing wisdom of successive generations discards ideas,
questions facts , demolishes theories. But the artist appeals to
that part of our being which is not dependent on wisdom ; to
that in us which is a gift and not an acquisition - and, therefore, more permanently enduring. Joseph Conrad from the
preface to The Nigger of the Narcissus
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found that those who are anonymous, not only have more
power, but are better able to concentrate on their craft . T ·
can backlash into irresponsible propagandizing but I hold th
true artists hold themselves accountable for what they say.
The individual work of art stands for the artist, at that time,
and for itself for all time . The dis-association also protects the
art from the personality of the creator.
If one wishes to enjoy art as a creator or a viewer, one
must first acknowledge the responsibility of both the creative
and critical act. In this light the viewer must distinguish between the creator and the creation , the attitude and the quality, the personality and the product. Only then can he do
justice to all without placing value judgments.

0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance 7
William Butler Yeats from " Among School Children"
gloomy response than by the failings of the orchestra tor
which he had just become responsible, Michael phoned the
next day to invite us out to dinner:"One of my prime responsibilities is to cheer you up." Well, hell! the right was on his
side ; hadn't the audience given him a standing ovation! That
response comes too easily from the Buffalo Philharmonic
audience. Here in the quiet, domestic atmosphere of Roseland
he was the boy we had known since he was eighteen, spilling
over with fun, ideas, planning.
"Someone has seen me." The curse of a public image. The
first menu requesting autograph arrived with the entree. There
were more, and a woman bending, to thank him for the concert. Driving to the hotel he asked if the car ahead wasn't a
Cord replica--! fumbled, didn't know anyone was makin&.
them-- and as we drew alongside at the stoplight he had th,..-..i
window down: "Is it?" "It is. And thank you for last night's
concert."
The praise wasn't for the music. The praise was for the
person, whose presence brought reassurance. It also brought

Michael Tilson Thomas
PETER YA TES

Sunday afternoon following the Saturday evening opening
concert of the current Buffalo Philharmonic season. At the
overcrowded champagne reception I'd been able to say to our
new, young conductor only "My sympathy!" Let me not go
into the performance details, say only that the decisive articulation rehearsed into the orchestra for this first, all classical
program made painfully evident the muddy intonation, right
through t_o the two violinists left playing together at the end of
the "Farewell" Symphony. As if more concerned about my
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"Art-speech is the only truth. An artist is usually a
damned liar, but his art, if it is art , will tell you the truth of his
day. And that is all that matters." (D.H. Lawrence) The rela tive anonymity of an artist insures his ability to tell the truth .
America guarantees the freedom of speech to all, but I have
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I wish I had said that , not because it may be remembered
for ages or because of the particular insight involved , but be cause I sometimes get tired of crediting what I have thought to
another person who was able to put it in words. Unless Conrad
had written it however, I would never have known what I had
thought specifically. I spoke in the last issue of the necessity
of not forgetting that Art is created by specific individual
human beings. There is an equally important dis-association,
that of the specific artist from the work , which must be made
by the public.
This dis-association is important not only for the viewercritic in making valid criticism, but also for the artist in maintaining a semi-sane and private life . The artist presents a
product to the people ; the people do not have to analyze the
producer because of what his product says. No one asks a
manufacturer why he chose to produce ashtrays instead of
lamps. I never want any one to equate creating art to stamping
out ashtrays but If the reader is to re - dis - cover his humanity through a
work of art; the artist must dis - cover it first. If the reader
insists on having first hand explanations of the piece of art or
the biography of the artist at hand, he can never make that re dis · covery; the piece of art will be so bound to the person of
the creator that the reader will be left outside, only the viewer
of a museum piece. Start with the Art, do everything you can
with it and then if you 're curious about the person behind it ,
look him or her up in the library .
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York that season the regular conductor, William Steinberg,
suffering a heart attack , handed Michael the baton and told
him to finish out the program. The next eveing he had the
entire program, and the readiness paid off in a well -publicized
New York ovation. When Steinberg became ill again , Michael
took over to direct the last thirty concerts of the season , establishing his reputation.
Two years before, when Michael was still unknown be yond Los Angeles, Lukas Foss recommended him to be his
successor with the Buffalo Philharmonic. Nothing had been
done about it . A year ago , Michael , now promoted Associate
Conductor at Boston , was brought here for a single pair of
concerts. He used the occasion to conduct for the first time
Mahler 's long and--well , complex rather than difficult -- Fifth
Symphony , which the orchestra had never played. In the resulting excitement Michael became the orchestra 's regular
conductor on a two -year contract , too late to engage his full
services for the present season. He is still a Associate
Conductor in Boston .

audience, an SRO house the first evening. The reassurance
could be felt in the Philharmonic office and down the long
A venues of the supporting women 's committees. Now by what
. ,rtunate gift or gift of fortune? We all knew, and the orchestra knew , although some of them were reluctant to be led by a
" mere child," that something entirely new was beginning to
happen .

While rehearsing here he was called to New York to conduct the current Boston Symphony pair, replacing Seiji
Ozawa , whose father had died in Japan . The schedule was like
this : Thursday morning and afternoon a double rehearsal in
Buffalo ; Friday he was already on the plane to New York to
stand by when the call came that he would replace Ozawa ;
Saturday at 8 a.m . returned to Buffalo for another morning
and afternoon double rehearsal ; then off by chartered plane to
direct the evening performance in New York ; arriving back at
2 :30 a.m. --headwinds-- and out at 9 :30 a.m. for the morning
rehearsal , followed by the concert at 2:30, a reception during
which he gave a forty -minute interview to William Littler of
the Toronto Star , laying out in careful detail his plans for
reorganizing and reorienting whatever orchestral scene he
might command. He has conducted since then in such places as
London, Berlin , and Tokyo, been guest conductor for the New
York Philharmonic and is invited, though not announced, to
do Carmen at the Metropolitan Opera next season.
Question : at the end of his contract , when Steinberg
leaves Boston to go back to Pittsburgh, will Michael take over,
or will he accept renewal here? In Boston he would be near the
top of the musical world, buttressed by a DGG contract for
which he has already made several records. I recommend his
first disc : on one side Ives's Three Places in New England, on
the other Sun Treader by Carl Ruggles, that fabled work, completed in 1932 and several times performed in Europe but
never in America until 1967.

Michael Tilson Thomas as he appeared earlier this
month at an informal talk at S.U.N.Y.A.B.

"The readiness is all ." Shakespeare intended it in a different context. Michael Tilson Thomas had been readying himself long before I knew him . And there was no question when I
first heard him playing as pianist he was ready. The audience
response to the stage presence may be instantaneous, but after
that comes the music as confirmation . The first full piano
recital I heard him play , at nineteen , his University of
Southern California graduation recital stands in my memory
among the most satisfying musical experiences : the last
Chopin Prelude like an improvisation ; Bach's Sixth Partita
with the ornamented Sarabande in an embellishing, ornate
richness; Beethoven's last sonata , opus 111 ; the Mephisto
Waltz; and for encore two of the Six Little Pieces, opus 19, by
Schoenberg, followed by the Ravel Pavanne .

-

Ruggles, aged 94 and bedridden--he died this year at 95 .
Michael took the tape of his first Sun Treader with the Boston
Symphony across Massachusetts and played it to Carl through
headphones--even in 1964 when my wife and I visited Carl he
was totally deaf but talked a roaring stream for hours. "Damn
good composing that!" Carl allowed, giving no notice to the
young conductor, but at the end he reached over and put his
hand on Michael's arm. Michael went back several times to
visit him .

The first concert I heard him conduct, leading the Los
Angeles Debut Orchestra (all musicians under age 25) was no
less, especially Ives's Three Places in New England, a work I
know well and have never heard better played. Since then I
have listened to him improvise, spread out a harpsichord continuo part through the musi.c_?-s it sho_uld be played, conduct
the world premiere of Stockhausen's Adieu . And through the
Boston Symphony rebroadcasts, Wednesdays at 8 via WBFO,
have observed him disciplining, recreating that orchestra .
Don't tell them I said it.

My first two reviews of programs by Michael Tilson
Thomas each ended in a paragraph wondering what the fame
one could already foresee, what the personality buildup which
destroys the spiritual integrity of American artists, would do
to Michael. He has met the full onset and , in my observation,
has survived unchanged. Not prestige but readiness is still his
guide. While Boulez in New York has set up an elitist series of
"new music' concerts for an audience of 300, Michael in
Boston has started a new , low-price series of unusual works
from many periods, some of them sheer fun, each program
having also one work by a young contemporary composer; the
first night sold 2100 seats, the second filled the house.
If we deserve him and follow his foresight, he might stay
with us.

He went to Bayreuth as a summer student , was appointed
piano accompanist and worked with Pierre Bo~lez whe:1 t?at
still relatively unknown composer-conductor directed his first
Parsifal. Then on to Tanglewood and appointment as Assistant
Conductor of the Boston Symphony. You might say it was
luck that at intermission of the first Boston concert in New
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Film
ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF
IVAN DENISOVICH
• CAROL EDMONDSON

Ivan Denisovich appears in the person
of Tom Courtenay; it is extremely difficult to tell that it is Courtenay and not
this Ivan-character. The make-down on all
the actors is extremely effective; add to
this the anonymity of them and you have
a film extremely hard to fit into the typical movie-category. It is more
documentary dramatized .
Cold. Yes, very cold, the Granada
theater does not seeM to be generating
any heat during the playing of the film.
What seems to be at first a sparkling
CASTING HALL

A PLACE WITHOUT DOORS
• GEORGE HOWELL

The travelling production of
Marguerite Duras' A Place Without Doors,
presented at Upton Hall on Friday 1 19
November, by Casting Hall and Doors
Venture, was an odd blend of experimental drama and mental aberration.

crown or birthday cake, turns out to be
the prison camp. As soon as day breaks,
you can not tell the difference between
sky, white, and ground, snow-white.
The barreness of the scenery serves as
contrast to the richness of humanity
found within the fences , struggling at
dawn to work and running at sunset in
order to beat another work team to dinner. At the construction, we see surprisingly, not despair in an endless task,
but pride in doing a job and ·an almost
endless drive to be the best, in speed and
quality. The film is one of contrasts.
We see old forgotten men (those who
do not receive packages from home) compared to the Muscovites who eat sausages
and cheese and discuss the film techniques of Eisenstein.(One of the people I
was with, said she could only think of fat
people lying on the beach in Florida.)
One of the characters mentions that this
is a special camp, one reserved for
Just for the sake of writing a more
complete review, I would liked to have
seen the play a second time. My reactions
to the Duras' account of Claire Lannes
insanity reminds me of Antonnini
L 'Aventura ,which bored me to death the
first time I saw it and fascinated me the
second time around. Misfortunately, the
play was not presented on Saturday as
advertised.
Structurally, the play was broken into
two long scenes. In the first scene, Pierre
Lannes (played by Alvin Epstein, I think,
there was confusion over actors being
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political p ri so ners, which presents
another contrast as far as the quality of
human beings found here. Then, the audience must also contrast itself, perha
enjoying warm, buttered popcorn whil
watching Courtenay hiding a piece of
brown bread in his mattress and carefully
restitching the hole.
One of the strangest parts of the film
is the background music. The ears are
pounded by John Cage techniques and at
other times by the same choral arrangements found in 2001. It is extremely
effective in one segment showing the
prisoners at work, at once repetitious and
tense.
I would say, see the film if yon are
interested in the film representation of
one day etc. but don't go expecting to be
impressed. It is more of a stunning,
thoughtful, film than a never-to-beforgotten movie.
replaced; the program wasn't very helpful
either.) is seated in a silver chair on a
black platform, which is all there is to the
set. An inquisitor (Will Hare?) comes out
of the back of the auditorium and begins
to question Lanne about his wife and his
own activities. Judging by the questions
he asks , you get the feeling this inquisitor
is more a priest or a psychiatrist than he
is a police investigator. Mii ~ Duras inten tionally never makes his rc,le very clear,
other than showing that he is a hard questioner.
continued on page 25-

A subjective view of A Place Without Doors.
4

One thing I noticed trom the start of
the production was the professional atmosphere about the actors. When Epstein
in the chair, smoking a cigarette,
'~
ere is a stror.g presence of control and
appearance that tells you he has no
doubts about who his character is. However, Epstein seemed to drop a few lines
here and there, and his characterization
was so studied , I began to wonder if his
character had any flexibility as a human
being. A problem with the play itself is
that many of speeches could have been
taken out of a newspaper account of the
murder; how wide a range does that allow7 Also , the inquisitor seemed to be a
little too fixed in his range, which makes
me think that was Miss Duras' point.
Maybe so, but it was rather hard to sit
through after awhile.

a ts

In the second scene , Mildred Dunnock
made her appearance as Claire Lanne. The
inquisitor starts pressing her for the mo tives of the murder , but instead of the the
comfortable, affable image of her
husband , Claire is obviously mentally un balanced , probably schizophrenic . Again,
the play restricts the usual expectations
of dramatic characterization. If Claire is
really schizoid then she can't be expected
to give a complete picture of her cousin's
murder, and you begin to feel that the
whole interview is pointless. Not quite ,
however , because the real drama finally
materializes towards the end when a
frantic Claire desperately needs to tell
where she hid her cousin's missing head
but the inquisitor has walked out on her .
Miss Dunnock was the strongest
character in the production , though I

Art

expected more from her than the play allowed. Her flipping about from an insane
rationality to a hysterical other being was
really very strong and lifted a long interplay of associations from a boring
monologue to a very dramatic ending.
As I have suggested, a second viewing
of the play would have helped. Miss
Duras' builds her play out of the mixing
of character insights and past action in
individual monologue with hard to catch
all at one sitting. There is a weird totality
of experience that her speeches present.
The lack of action and :he voluminous
monologues make for interesting cerebral
exploration but uncomfortable drama.
That is probably Miss Duras' concept of
theater. A second showing would have
helped .

IF WHAT YOU SEE IS
ALL THERE IS ...
• WENDY HUGHES

Works of art can in some sense be defined as those man-made objects designed
& olely to call attention to themselves. In
y
his age of bombast, chatter and random
activity, that which does not move and
that which is silent is often that which
compels our attention and stimulates our
awareness most effectively. - Perreault
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we 're all visuai bigots
we know too much to put up with
Norman Rockwell; fishnet stockings; clipon velvet hair bows; wrought iron wall
plaques that say, "God Bless This Humble
Home"; oil paintings on black velvet of
senioritas of questionable mores, and thus
and so.
Progress, time , and substitutes have told
me so.
we're all visual bigots.
we marvel at the imagery of Zap, or
perhaps of MC Escher; like the color of
our very oldest blue (white) jeans; posters
that say "Nixon kept our boys out of
North Ireland"; flashy graphics of questionable quality as long as they have
meaning (Positive Attitudes Poster number 257), and so and thus.
Painters usually express one of two
objectives when asked what their concerns in painting are. The first of these is
one of many variations on "I'm concerned with the color and forms, that's
all, just manipulation of the coloration
and spatial arrangements on the canvas ... "
The second attitude,the one which has
become almost extinct in the last few
years, goes something like this, "Selfexpression. I'm concerned with showing
them - the viewers- what I see, making my

Birthday Party by Virginia Cuthburt (1952) .
realities and fantasies public , recording
the visual and making it more obvious to
the ones that might not look for it ... "
At the Burchfield Center in Rockwell
Hall, Virginia Cuthburt Elliot and Phillip
Elliot have compiled a show called Retrospective. I think they've compiled a show
with all the characteristics of the second
objective above; not only did I think it,
but their selection of pieces to be included and their writing in the catalogue
(which is an interesting piece in and of itself) seem to reinforce this idea . A few
excerpts from the catalogue:
Cuthburt: " .. Next to drawing and painting I loved my family, my cats, flowers
and the wonderful hats of feathers and
flowers the ladies wore on Sunday to my
father's church ... 1930-1931. .. in
November took off on a cold , raw day in

the little S.S. Pennland for
France ... 1933-1941. . . I was very aware of social subjects ... We artists were
all very intersted in a social message ...
1941-1971. . . a new thing- the strange, to
me, indiginous type of Buffalo architecture which I painted for a number of
years ... "
Do you see the sense of visual recording that this artist deals with? I can't
talk about her techniques, use of media,
etc., because although the virtuosity is
evident to the viewer, it isn't Virginia
Cuthburt's primary concern. She has
taken on the use of paint and canvas to
record time, the place, the incident. "A
surrrealistic realist" she calls herself, and
without nit-picking over use of terms, I
can see how she arrived at the label. Her
paintings are strong, dominant charac-

terizations of places and events- some,
Birthday Party comes to mind, are full of
the strangest light, cold, irridescence. Her
Office Building is a fantastical representation of a possible that never was, yet , is
very circa l 940's office building you ever
saw • the aura is there . And that is what is
important.
Elliot: " ... I was fortunate in being able
to live and study in Paris in the early thirties. . . Fitzgerald and Hemingway were
there ... James Joyce and I met at the
home of William Bird ; Joyce was pleasant
but quite drunk • he did not , as I remember, get beyond the soup course .. . "
Elliot tackles many different subjects,
themes and attitudes. His work doesn't
have the rigorous consistancy that his
wife 's displays ; this is not a detrimental
characteristic. His statement on this
topic : " .. I would be bored in art. . following a continually consistent direction,
building stone on stone ... " In the era of
INTERLUDE OR ,
THE OTHER SIDE OF
WAR AND PEACE
• CHRISTOPHER SAJECKI

the "series," where one is expected to engender a concept for exploration, and
then facet it to death , this is an
interesting approach.
These two artists have practiced t
antithesis of minimal art for all of the
lives by presenting elements of the
society through the media of art , rather
than aspects of the media through the
media .
I went to the Burchfield Center expecting visual teatime and got · Irish
Coffee instead . A fine show, which will
be on through 30 December .

West Falls by Philip Elliot (1957).

Doug Regan 's. His reading of a very tight
lyric beginning "Tirelessly humiliating ... "
was fantastic I The poem is just that kind
of piece that goes over well at a reading.
It began with about nine lines of
over-inflated, almost side-show type description of a human being read with just
the right nervous, fast paced sales pitch
necessary if the tenth line, "Was he
here?" was to have any impact .

No offense to Count Tolstoi, but
seeing War and Peace was not the only
The third writer of "Couillarde" Mike
thing to be done on Thursday, 11 NovemRegan, was absent and Diana Day, a
ber, at 8pm. All one had to do to get out
senior majoring in English filled in for
of Russia was to attend " Interlude ," a
him . This resulted in a particularly
poetry reading held in the Tower IV
unfortunate situation since both she and
lounge under the auspices of Elm Leaves.
Mike Sajecki read right over Mike Regan's
The reading had been organized by Debra
poems, which are low-keyed even in their
Rothstein, Director of Tower IV. I have
moments of anger.
to admit that, upon entering the lounge
Jim Taylor, reading poems from his
and seeing a cluster of people not
book Circe Poems published by Logos
knowing where the reading was going to
Press and also several new poems,
take place, I almost recovered my longing
widened the scope of the reading confor the panoramic . The lounge is small,
siderably. His presentation can probably
and the tension among those present as a
best be described by a line from one of
result of annoyance with the small
his own poems,"The Table," "Catching
turnout, anxiety and so forth, made the
stars in quiet conversation ... " The first
lounge even smaller.
poem he read, "Blue Midnight, " contains
The reading began with several openone of the most beautiful star images I've
ing lines by Michael Flanigan, Poet in
ever encountered (" ..the stars move the
Residence, but did not really get under
sky/ in a white tiara"). This seemed to be
way until the writers of "Couillarde" Elm
in definite coritrast however, with a new
Leaves latest broadside, began reading
poem entitled, "After Ezra Pound," with
their material.Apparently, what was being
its repetition of the phrase " .. to underaimed for was a sort of machine gun efstand." The repetition :;eemed to drain
fect, an effect which was not achieved, if
the poem of most of its energy . Probably
only because of Doug Regan's rather unnecessary introduction to his poems. For · the high point of Jim Taylor's reading
was another poem from his book, "Snapthe most part, Doug Regan's reading did
F i g u re - Dance ." Lines like
little justice to his material. The poem
" Snap-Figure-Dance is that/ quick" were
which suffered the most from his reading
read with just enough of an anxious
was "For us," a poem which is highly
almost playful tone to capture the quick
compressed and which could have been
motions inherent in the poem. The poem
quite effective if read with a little more
is divided into sections, one of which bevitality.
gins with the line "wandering in the SnapMike Sajecki's smooth pleasant de-Figure-Dance." The poet's change of
livery provided a refreshing change from
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A Strange Thing- the Burchfiel Center is
selling copies of the " Found Objects"
catalogue by Oscar Baily and Charles
Swedland. The show was in Upton Hall in
early 1965 • don't ask questions , just get
over and pick one up for a dollar if you 're
a student, two if you're someone else.
They're lovely.
tone here, was accurate in its attempt to
suggest change of reference point (we
seem to move from outside to inside),
demonstrating once again Jim Taylor's
excellent vocal control over his material.
Debra Rothstein read poems published
last year in Elm Leaves magazine and
from her broadside called "Blue Grass
Diet. " The title poem came off especially
well. Debra Rothstein seemed to possess
the unique gift of not knowing how t
read over her poems, which enabled her
to give the right treatment to "Blue Grass
Diet." The power of the poem lies in the
way an almost gruesome comparison is
made in almost matter of fact manner .
Michele Gimbrone read material trom
two broadsides ; one which had been published by Elm Leaves around two years
ago , and a new broadside, to be issued in
February of next year. Her reading of a
poem entitled "Seattle's Elemental Design," illustrated her general problem.
Much of her work was quite loose, and
distanced to begin with. The poet's dis. tance in reading did little to enhance that
kind of poetry . A poem which began
"Ii ke life/nothing/in darkness at the
centre .. " revealed itself as a different matter altogether. In this case , there was a
certain amount of energy, tension in the
poem itself. There seemed to be a transition from a need to communicate
between individuals, relating in a visual
sense, to , finally verbalization. Had the
poet been involved with the dynamics
inherent in the poem itself, it would have
come off as a much more effective reading.
Michael Flanigan was the last poet to
read, and most of his poems were suited
to the informal nature of the reading,
with the exception of "The Birthday Party." This is really an excellent poem, I
think, to be read in front of a large
audience and also with the same vigor

with which he read it at a reading last
year. This did not seem to be his forte
night. Rather he seemed to concenon smaller areas of the cosmos such
the flowers against the funeral parlor/ so brilliant against the snow," images
which had power precisely because they
involved lyricism applied to a sort of
microscopic vision . This comes through
agian in the poem "The Lovers," in which
the message of the poem, the contrast between the fury of a youthful Jove and the
awareness of aging love, is enhanced by
the lyricism in Mr. Flanigan's careful
observation and description of the old
couple.
In general, I was both surprised and
pleased to hear so much poetry of a lyrical nature. It was the kind of poetry suited
to the nature of the reading, and the location. An entire poetry reading can often
strain itself. This was not one of those
times.

f.

Records
• MICHAEL SAJECKI

FLEETWOOD MAC :
FUTURE GAMES

-

(RS 6465)

Fleetwood Mac is a British group
which, like the Yardbirds (now defunct)
have undergone significant personnel
changes over the years. Except, that
Fleetwood Mac is still producing good
music. Fleetwood Mac at one point in
their history, had three talented guitarists
within the group, Peter Green, Jeremy
Spencer and Danny Kirwan . Needless to
say, they were one of the most popular
groups in England at that time.
Then the split came. Peter Green, lead
vocalist and guitarist quit the group to
pursue a solo career.
Fleetwood Mac weren't discouraged in
the least bit. They released Kiln House,
an album distinctly different from their
previous ventures and quite a successful
album also.
Then vocalist and guitarist Jeremy
Spencer quit the group to become a Jesus
freak.
At this point, most groups would have
given up. When Jimmy Page quit the
Yardbirds, the group split in all directions.
Fleetwood Mac didn't give up however. They discovered a new, talented
vocalist guitarist Bob Welch and quickly
A corporated him into the group. They aladded Christine Mcvie, Bass guitarist
John Mcvie's wife, on piano and vocals.
Along with guitarist Danny Krwan, Bass
guitarist John McVie, and drummer Mick
Fleetwood, they comprise the new Fleetwood Mac group.

In the past, Fleetwood Mac had been
known as a heavy blues grroup and later
on as a heavy rock group. The new
Fleetwood Mac group is a bit more mellow , with controlled, tasteful playing
dominant throughout the album .
The first track on the album, Woman
of a Thousand Years is a soft, mellow song
with a fine vocal delivered by Bob Welch.
The harmony in the vocals also adds
strength to the tune. One of the interesting things to note is that the interplay
between guitars which was so dominant
in earlier Fleetwood Mac songs, is still
existent here.
The next song, Morning Rain is a
faster paced tune with the piano of
Christine McVie coming into play for the
first time on this album. The vocal is once
again well delivered by Bob Welch and although the song tends more towards rock
than anything else, the playing is still controlled and fresh. Again on this song, the
guitar of Danny Kirwan and the guitar of
Bob Welch are interplayed to add richness
to the number.
The title track, Future Games ,
played by Bob Welch, is the best song on
the entire album and it very well could be
one of the best songs Fleetwood Mac has
ever done. The playing on this
slower-paced, moody tune is very smooth
and deliberate. The vocal and harmonies
in the song, along with the fine guitar
work and beautiful melody itself, provides for the success of the sonq.
The rest of the album is just as good
with special notice to be given to the percussion work of Mick Fleetwood on
Sands of Time and the soft, mellow
folk rock style dominant in Show me a
smile .
Future Games very well could be the
sleeper album of the year . I would certainly hope that the new Fleetwood Mac
have as much success and popularity as
did the original Fleetwood Mac group. I
also hope that the new Fleetwood Mac
remain unchanged just a wee bit longer
than did the old group.
THE DOORS:
OTHER VOICES
(EKS-75017)

When I first heard that the Doors were
going to record without Jim Morrison,
some months ago, I thought that perhaps
Ray Manzarek and friends had bitten off
more than they could chew. Some time
later, after the tragic death of Jim
Morrison and the release of the' highly
successful album L.A. Woman, I won-
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dered whether Jim would roll in his grave
at the thought of his comrades continuing
without him .
As it turns out, Other Voices, the 11ew
album by the Doors, is quite a bit more
than most people would expect from a
group who had just lost their "life force".
Except for bass guitarist Jerry Scheff,
the personnel of the Doors has remained
unchanged. John Densmore plays drums
and incidental percussion, Robert Krieger
plays lead guitar and handles some of the
vocal work . Ray Manzarek plays keyboards and has taken upon himself the
enormous task of filling in as lead singer.
Surprisingly enough, Ray handles the
vocals quite well. He's no Jim Morrison
but then again, he has only started to experiment with his vocal power. He hasn't
reached his full potential as of yet.
As far as the music itself is concerned,
it is excellent. The Doors have always
been a musically tight group. Few people,
in the past , had given credit to the complex, heavy drumming of John Densmore,
the piercing acid guitar of Robby Krieger
and the brilliant often super-human keyboard work of Ray Manzarek.
On Other Voices, y.ou can's t possibly
ignore these elements unless you're deaf.
The songs written for this album range
from excellent to intensely interesting.
The album starts out with a creepy
sounding tune In the Eye of the Sun .
The song itself, slightly reminiscent of the
early Doors sound, (Strange Days) relies
heavily on the organ of Manzarek and the
occasional guitar spurts of Krieger.
On the next tune, Variety is the
Spice of Life, Robby Krieger handles
the vocal, leaving Manzarek free to devote
his full attention to the piano.
Next comes Ship w/Sails, which
could easily be one of the best songs on
the album. It has a haunting melody, and
Krieger's guitar work on this song is simply fantastic. Manzarek does a really fine
vocal job on this song, and his keyboard
work adds to the richness of the already
excellent song. At this point I feel inclined to say that the Doors are to be
given credit for their spunk and determination. Every song on the album was
written and arranged by
Manzarek/Krieger/Densmore.
The last song on the album, Hang On
to Your Life is as well written as
Riders On the Storm, from L. A. Woman. Which actually prods me to question whether Morrison wrote that popular
song. Taking nothing away from the late,
great lizard king, much of the older Doors
material had been written by Robert
Krieger.
The Doors have done what many people considered impossible for them to do.
They released a good album without any
help, and still haven't reached their potential. The Doors will no longer exist in
the shadow of Jim Morrison. They are no
the Sun.
loner Waiting

for

FIELD NOTES

(cont'd. from page 5)
hear me and bring their device down . This area is
always stoned silent . Up the shaft into the fourth
floor, where women are working at long tables,
marking the prices on incomming merchandise. I go
over to the parcel post department, where I either
talk to an old Polish woman who is almost crippled
from working at the store for so long, or the faggy
thirty-year-old kid who has a heavy shaving stubble
and an elementary school lisp. Down the elevator
again, through the open area of departments and
old women customers, back to my stock room.
It is as though each area was an entirely selfcontained world of its own, caught within the frame
of American business, racial interaction, personal interest, and the physical dimensions of the building.
Now, you see the connections? If you start substituting faces and spacial qualities for * and ? , and
the elevators and department walls for ( ... ), you
start seeing how interestingly complex even stock
rooms can be. For me, almost every context is an
interesting environment, and I suppose it would be
for a lot of other people if they started seeing all of
what is behind the things they think are so familiar.
Now, I'm not sure that I've made this Field
business seem any clearer but I think you have a
little more stuff to work with this time. I don't
know; keep bugging me, maybe I'll finally get this
thing straight.
FLYING SAUCERS

(cont'd from page 19)

On 10 September, 196 7, the pilot and passengers in a Douglas DC6 flying over Spain were
shocked to observe a 100x80 foot cone-shaped device as it pulled alongside the airplane, and tagged
along for a period of three or four minutes before
disappearing at a tremendous rate of speed.
On 20 September, 1966, John J. O'Connor
sighted a huge "long as a city block" disc-shaped
object pacing his Cessna for a period of five minutes
before it disappeared.
At the Tidinbilla tracking station near Canberra,
Australia, on 16 July, 1965, a glowing UFO repeatedly fouled radar tracking for 45 minutes and
did not leave the area until a jet was sent out to
establish identification.
There have been cases of UFOs shadowing our
space shots; one case reported three objects sighted
on radar following the Appolo 9 liftoff. They flew
parallel to the craft until it was ready to leave the
Earth's orbit, when they veered off in three different directions.
From the above evidence and many more reports on other incidents which are available in
books on the ·subject, I have come to the conclusion . that there is something out there. Perhaps it
is benevolent; perhaps it is malevolent. There are no
answers to the questions - yet.

THE OWL'S CORNER

(cont'd. from page 6)
series of volumes on THE AUTHORITARI ~
PERSONALITY some twenty -five years agBecause the so-called F-scale (for Fascist) is a bit
cumbersome to use and because the control and
experimental groups were more or less captive
groups the work has not been as widely used as
could have been wished .
One objective characteristic is a tendency to obtain by violence what cannot be obtained by reason
or vote. Priestly defines fascists as a minority which
bullies the majority into acceptance of facts, but we
are always governed by minorities, the majority rule
being a fiction, albeit a benevolent one . Now, not
restricted to fascists but certainly part and parcel of
the fascist arsenal is the putsch and the fait accompli. (Typical example: Hitler's march into the
Rhineland; if France had mobilized, he would have
retreated, as shown by later found correspondence.)
The big lie, the shameless assertion, the petty
bribe fall well into the fascist realm; all of these,
however, simply add up to indecent behavior based
on indecent attitudes.
The fascist needs to be legitimate, thus the antifascist can not do worse than to behave in an illegitimate manner. He must rather attempt to win
the great mass of the "convincibles" by enabling
them to observe a law that allows them to follo wA
their decent inclinations. For Stanley Milgrom has•
shown with disturbing clarity that the average citizen will obey commands of legitimate authority
even in laboratory conditions regardless of inhuman
brutalities inflicted; much more, of course, under
stress or in extreme situations.
Recht ist was dem deutschen Volke nuetzt.(Law
is what is useful for the German people.)
Nevertheless it is here where hope for America
lies; because America, as Max Lerner says, is: a
willingness of heart. The American wants to be
decent, he may not succeed, but at least he cares.
We will really have reason to worry if a large number of citizens stop ca,ring whether they are taken
for decent folk or not. It seems more and more
difficult during the past thirty years to find people
on whose conscience one could count. When that
step is reached on which the American, like his
European or Asiatic counterpart, does not particularly want to be considered to be decent - then
the year of the fascist pig has arrived.
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COMPILED BY

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26

MONDAY,NOVEMBER29

CAMPUS
- Art
Burchfield Center
"Retrosoective" - J. Philip Elliott and
Virginia Cuthbert paintings 10 a.m. 4 :30 p.m.; Sundays 1-5 p.m.; exhibit
through Dec . 30
- Art - Butler Library Foyer - exhibit
of Ukranian Paintings and Folk Art
through Nov . 27

LOCAL
- Theater - Studio Arena "The Hut" Songs, stories, and dances from Africa
presented by the Theatre Repertory
Company. 10:30 a .m., 2 p.m. also 27
November and 28 November at 2 p.m.
Tickets at Studio Arena Box Office
- Film - Museum of Science-Audubon
Wildlife Film, 8:15 p.m.

LOCAL
- Music - Guarneri Qu~rtet, Baird Hall,
Beethoven also 1 December.
- Video - " Home " drama starring Sir
Ralph Richardson and Sir John
Gielgud 8 p.m . WNED-TV

LOCAL
- Science - Museum of Science - Public
Night : Kellogg Observatory - dusk to
9 :30 p.m.
- Video - Phil Donahue presents guest
B.B. King performing inside OhioState
Penitentiary thru 26 of Nov .;
10:30-11 :30 a .m.
- Music - "The Carpenters" - Buffalo
Memorial Aud. 8:30 p.m. Tickets at
·A Buffalo Sti!te, Norton Union , U.B .
W' - Art - Wilcox Mansion , 641 Delaware
Ave. Presents Associated Art
Organizations of Western N.Y.
Exhibit, thru 7 December.
OUTSIDE
- Art - Robert Doisneau Exhibition of
Photography
Eastman House,
Rochester thru 3 January

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER25
THANKSGIVING DAY

LOCAL
-Video - WKBW - TV Phil Donahue
presents F. Lee Bailey discussing penal
reform 10 :30-11 :30 a.m.
- Video
WNED-TV - World
Symphony Orchestra 6:30 p.m.
Includes Wagner Copeland
Respighi . . ...
a .OUTSIDE

-

Circum locum

ANN SCHILLINGER

-Theatre - The rock opera- "Tommy"
by Les Grand Ballets Canadiens,
O'Keefe Center, Toronto, thru 27
November.

OUTSIDE
- Theatre - " Light Up the Sky"
starring Eva Gabor, O'Keefe Centre,
Toronto , through 11 December.
- Theatre - "Applause" Royal
Alexandra Theatre, Toronto through
18 December

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER27

LOCAL
- Film
Buffalo Historical Society
presents two films : "History of
Aviation" and "Man in Flight"

SUNDAY , NOVEMBER 28

CAMPUS
-Movie "Those Daring Young Men in
Their Jaunty Jalopies" Union Social
Hall 6 and 8 p.m.
-Art - Niagara Frontier Folk Art
Council
Irish-American afternoon 3 :30 p.m .
Scottish-American evening 7 p.m . both
in Campus School Auditorium
- Dance - Sierra Leone Dance Troupe;
an African dance company. New Gym
7 p.m. Students $1, others $1.50
Tickets at Student Union Ticket
Office and at door .
LOCAL
- Music - Melvin Strauss and
Philharmonic Orchestra presenting
Brahms German Requiem , with
soloists Judith Raskin and Heinz
Rehfuss.
-Video
"Resurrection"
dramatization of Tolstoy's novel 9
p.m. WNED-TV
OUTSIDE
-Music - Incredible String Band
Philharmonic Hall, New York City
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TUESDAY , NOVEMBER 30

OUTSIDE
- Music
Rafael Puyans,
harpsichordist, Great Performers
Series, Eastman School of Music, 8:15

<Q-,~

WEDNESDAY, D ECEMBER 1

CAMPUS
-Convocation Union
Stanley Kunitz 12 noon

Social Hall,

LOCAL
- Museum of Science - Fairchild Travel
Talk: India and Nepal by Minnie
Truhn 2 :30 p.m.
-Museum of Science - Public Night:
the moon one day before full, 7 p.m.
- Visual Exposure Series, Our
Geological Past 8 p.m.
OUTSIDE
-Music - Eastman Symphonic Band,
River Campus, University of
Rochester.

THURSDAY , DECEMBER 2

CAMPUS
Meeting . Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship General Meeting, Union
415.
LOCAL
- Movie • Berhman's " The Seventh
Seal" Albright Knox Gallery 8:30 p.m.
- Video - "The Six Wives of Henry
VIII" complete Tudor cycle will be
aired, starring Keith Michell, 9 p.m .

WNED-TV
-Concert • Fred Waring, Kleinhans
Music Hall 8 p.m. tickets at Theatre
Series Box Office, 674 Main Street.

FRI DAY , DECEMBER 3

CAMPUS
- Coffee House, all day , Union second
floor

- Lecture • Mem-Brain 1 , an
' 'extrasensory experience " of
multi-media presentation, UB Fillmore
Room, Norton Union from 10 a.m. •
12 p.m. students $1 .
OUTSIDE
- Movie • "Marooned " R.I.T.

SATURDAY , DECEMBER 4

CAMPUS
- Retired Alumni Chapter Christmas
Party 12 :30 p.m. Moot Hall State
Dining Room
LOCAL
- Movie • W.C. Fields double feature ,
"Mississippi" and "The Old Fashioned
Way" (1935) Museum of Science 8 :15
p.m.
- Concert • Gordon Lightfoot
Kleinhans Music Hall 8:30 p.m. tickets
at Buffalo State, Norton Union, U.B .
- Music • Creative Associates of U.B. ,
School of Performing Arts Recital Hall,
66 Englewood Avenue , 8:30 p.m.

LOCAL
-Music • Philharmonic Orchestra
presents "Christmas Pops" Kleinhans
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 5
Music Hall, candlelight program with
Erie County All-High Chorus 8:30
CAMPUS
p.m.
-Movie - "Hidden Fortress" Japanese;
-Niagara Frontier Folk Art Council
conference theatre SUNY AB through
Mexican-American Afternoon 3:30
p.m.
5 December.

Afro-American Evening 7 p.m.; both
in Campus School Auditorium .
- Movie . " The Odd Couple " Union
Social Hall 6 and 8 p.m .
LOCAL
- Mu sic - Amherst Symphony
Orchestra 7 :30 p.m .
Philharmonic Orchestra with guest
conductor Zoltan Rozsynai , includes
Brahms, and Wagner , also 7 December.
- Art • Pottery Exhibit and reception
featuring the work of Carol Sevick,
Kenan Center 2-5 p.m. through
January .
- Music • Student Composer Concert,
SUNYAB
- Lecture • Museum of Science, Hayes
Lecture : Gone with the Wilderness by
Karl H. Maslawski 3 p.m.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 6

LOCAL
- Lecture • " Breakthrough to
Creativity " by Shafica Karagulla. Wick
Campus Center , Rosary Hill College.
8: 15 p.m. Students $1 • others $3.

CAMPUS
- Coffee House • Union Social Hall 8
p.m.; through 9 December
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Strait word

c.e.

S OLUTION IN NEXT ISSUE OF STRAIT
ACROSS

22. A native of Samaria.

1. An island in the Caribbean, San Juan is its capital.
5. Great in quantity, degree or extent.

8. To play idly on by
plucking strings with fingers.

25. Unknown.
26. First governor of New
Mexico.
27. Finishes, concludes.
2 8. Belonging to British
art nouveau artist, 187 2 1891.

9. The art of acting.

101. In m inerology,
hydrous iron sulphate.

DOWN

a

13. An indefinite or un stated time.
14. An Easter flower.

16. Prefix for lacking or
without.
1 7. A witticism or clever
saying from the French.
•

8. Used lo indicate a pos-

1on.

19. To separate into fibers
or threads.

1. The starting gate at a

race track.
2. The
brane.

tympanic

3. Tumultuously,
ently.

memturbul-

9. Trances, reveries, aspirations.

4. South American version of the raccoon, having
longer snout and tail.

7. Well-disposed
strangers.

12. To absorb
incorporate.
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21. Past or outside the
limits.

10. Improvements.

6. A public service such as
gas and electricity.
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20. A position which affords a wide outlook.

and

23. Hoofed member of the
deer family

1 5. To breathe through
the nose and mouth while
sleeping .

24. Subject of an interview
in STRAIT three issues
back.
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NEIL YOUNG

Albums

Do names like: Bob Dylan, Jethro Tull, Janis Joplin, Neil Young, Leon Russell, Cat Stevens,
Grateful Dead, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, Jefferson Airplane, The Stones, Jimi Hendrix,
Elton John and others EXCITE YOU?
11 AM

SO WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
CALL NOW!

•

4 PM

9 PM

-

1 2 PM

*:
*******************************************************************if*
CALL :

886-61 70

862-6614

ASK FOR JIM

ASK FOR MUNCHY

620 AM .................. 1

half hour of in depth world, state, local and
news; Monday - Friday 6 : 30-7:00pm.

:

STUDIO B
f

,nterv,ews, etc. of important ,ssues
·
t d
W d
d
6 00 6 30
ac,ng us O ay;
e nes ay :
· :
pm.

NEWSCAST
Five minutes of news during the day, Monday
Friday every hour on the half hour.
**Headlines every two hours after 7pm on
weekdays, all day weekends.••

MLlSl(
•

RICH NOLAN 40)
RONEY

JOANN!:. RICHARDSON - 2:00-4:00 Lovely
Lady Finally (progressive)
WILLIE JUDSON 4:00-6:30 Part of Our
Black Music Experience (Soul).
CHRONOSCOPE - 6:30-7:00 (news).
*GARY FISHER - 7:00-9:00 One Hour of
Classical Music; One Hour of Classical Related
Rock;Mondays&Tuesdays.
ROCHARD JOP _ 9 . 12 pm Famed Lover and
OJ (Progressive) .
TUES DA y

8-l0am Waking You Up (Top
-

l0·12am

Great

Show

TONY LUCCI - 12•3pm Fine Music (Middle of
the Road)
NOLAND 3-6pm Freaky
(Progressive)
f
0
DON J HNSO~ - ~;9~m kThre~ ~furs o
Madness( ood
' o c 'N' o
K. - 9pm·l2 Too Much Crazy Madness
(Progressive)
TOM PYSZ - 7am-9am Monday thru Friday
"As the sun rises in t11e skies, so does Pysz."
40).
KAY 9am-llam Continuing the
tl1ing 1115 own way (Top 40).
BOB BROWN - 1 lam-11 :30 WHY?' (?)
DON ROBINSON - 11:30·2:00 A Black Man
D0111 • His Thing (The Black Music Experience)

TOMPYsz - 7am-9am(seeMonday)Top40 .
STEVE REEDER - 9am-12am Music at it 's
Best with our Top OJ; Tuesday and Thursday
(Top40).
ERIC DAUGHERTY - 12am-2pm Music and
Talk in the Black Music Experience (Black
Music Experience)
KENNY YOUNG 2pm-4pm Continuing
(Black Music Experience).
RAY BOYD 4pm-6:30pm Mr. Big Stuff
Tuesdays and Thursdays (Black Music
Experience).
CHRONOSCOPE
6:30-7:00pm (see news
listings)
*GARY FISHER 7 : 00·9:00pm (see
Monday's listings).
JIM PASTRICK _ 9 . 12 pm Jim & Friends
(Progressive)
PHIL ZOLLMAN - 12·3am Strait from the
Record (Progressive)

WEDNESDAY
TOM
(Top
DON
(Top

PYSZ
Forty)
KAY
Forty)

7-9am

(See

Monday's listings)

9-llam (See Monday's listings)

WALCUT METZER · llam-2pm Our Man :
From Sierra Leone. African Music (Black
Experience)
MONTY COLEMAN · 2-6pm Cool Jazz
Music Experience)
STUDIO B · 6-6 : 30pm (See News
(News)
CHRONOSCOPE - 6:30-7pm (See
Listing) (News)
DAN AXT . 7-9pm Country, Blues, Rock &
Crazy Harmonica (Progressive)
DICK BARVANIS · 9·12m Quiet or
Blues or Rock (Progressive)
*RICK PICTOR - 12-3am Music
(Tracing Important Groups Through
(Progressive)

THU R SD A y
TOM PYSZ . 7-9am (See Monday's
(TopForty)
STEVE REEDER . g-12noon (See
LiS t ings)(TopFortv)
ERIC DAUGHERTY · 12am-2pm Music
Talk in the Black Music Experiance
KE:.NNY YOUNG . 2-4pm (See Tuesday's
Listings)(BlackMusicExperience)
RAY BOYD . 4-6:30pm (See
Listings) (Black Music Experience )
CHRONOSCOPE · 6:30-7pm (See
Listings) (News)
DAN AXT · 7-9pm (See Wednesday's Listings
(Progressive)
*WAYNE & MARTY · 9·12m Oldies Show
Featuring Music of the Late Sixties and
Sixties. Pure Greaser Gold, Ca l l i n
(Oldies)
GARY O'NE I LL· 12m-3am New Peop le
A Great Show (Progressive)
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